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Executive Summary
The Regional East African Community Trade in Staples (REACTS)
Project (2014 to 2017) was informed by the fact that despite large
investment by IFAD and others to enhance agricultural productivity, it
continues to be low and/or fluctuating, driven by a “low–yields trap”
and frequent negative gross margins attained by smallholder farmers.
In most cases, low production is due to lack of guaranteed markets.
This fact is supported by evidence that what actually drives farmers to
adapt technologies is the guaranteed markets that will make money
for them, a component that was fully addressed in IFAD programmes.
To address the above challenges, REACTS a three-year IFAD grant to Kilimo Trust was
commissioned to support IFPs and their work in the EAC region to empower rural small
holder farmers made up of poor men and women to achieve higher incomes and improve
food and nutrition security through promoting innovative approaches by focusing on
regional cross-border markets and trade.
REACTS was signed on Nov 7, 2014 and had a completion date of Dec 31,
2017 and closing date of June 30, 2018. Total project budget was USD
1,218,000 of which the IFAD grant is USD 920,000, with Kilimo Trust
financing USD 85,000 in cash and USD 60,000 in-kind contribution.
USD 153,000 contributed from the private sector and IFAD loan
financed projects (ILFP) supported by REACTS.
It had two components: Component 1 aimed at knowledge-driven targeting of EAC’s
regional cross-border markets by the Projects supported by IFAD and others in the region,
and Component 2 which aimed at improvement in the structuring and efficiency of private
sector business-linkages for integrating smallholders targeted by the Projects of IFAD and
others, to regional cross-border markets.
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This evaluation was commissioned to assess the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency and
sustainability of the project as per IFAD’s evaluation guidelines. Further, the evaluation
was to provide a formal feedback mechanism which can give further opportunities for
learning, give concrete recommendations that may lead to the re-design and scaling up
of the projects supported by IFAD and other partners. The evaluation assessed the impact
on household income and net assets, human and social capital and empowerment, food
security and agricultural productivity and in addition brought out what has and has not
worked and the reasons. The evaluators undertook desk review of key documents and then
visited Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania and Kenya and conducted interviews and focus group
discussions with a total of 71 respondents, made up of various stakeholders including,
IFAD Country Program Officers, IFAD loan projects staff and their service providers,
REACTS staff, input suppliers, off-takers, financial institutions and farmers.
Findings indicate that to realize it’s objectives, REACTS engaged IFPs and facilitated
adoption and implementation of key innovations that include the Kilimo Trust Consortia
Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2CVD), which seeks to enhance input
and outputs markets. REACTS also among other activities produced knowledge products
for capacity building and facilitated trade networking platforms that link regional
business people to facilitate market access, involving non-traditional partners and enable
knowledge sharing for cross cross-learning and sustainability.

Overall the REACTS project scored 5 out of 6,
a satisfactory score. In summary, the following represent the
findings as per the OECD criteria.
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1. Relevance
REACTS was both relevant and appropriate for the IFAD funded projects in the East
African region. Its targets were relevant to IFAD: poor rural farmers and their institutions
supporting market access and rural based traders especially women and youth; market
off-takers and traders and partners of IFAD funded programmes; institutions and bodies
responsible for cross-border trade. REACTS has been instrumental in supporting existing
IFAD projects re-align and added value to the projects by strengthening the market
component, emphasizing on farming as a business. REACTS has a competitive advantage
as a cross border convener for IFPs, government and other stakeholders, an asset in
implementing the project due to its multi-country operations nature, compared to the
single country nature of the IFPs that make it difficult to integrate REACTS interventions
into individual IFP programming. REACTS is also a natural convener of other IFPs given its
cross-cutting mandate of working with all of them.

2. Effectiveness
REACTS has demonstrated satisfactory achievement of both outcomes and output
results. REACTS came up with innovations such as the KT-CA2CVD, a consortium
approach for value chain actors including input suppliers, market off-takers, extension
service providers, financial institutions, and non-traditional partners such as standard
bodies and revenue authority to enhance service delivery and marketing for the farmer.
As a result, there has been change in access to input and output markets with regard to
farm inputs, finance, agribusiness skills, productivity and market access, with an overall
increase in production and incomes and asset acquisition for small holder farmers and
profits for other players in the targeted areas. An example for increase in production
is from Lira Hub where sunflower acreage and productivity for 1,304 farmer groups
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increased four-fold from 2014 to 2017. In one of the focal areas under an off-taker known
as Ngetta Tropical Holdings aggregated sunflower volumes rose from about 2,000MT in
2015 to over 4,000MT in 2017 season A, overshooting the agreed target of 3,000MT
with Ngetta Tropical Holdings. This was attributable to assured source of seed and source
of market. One Off-taker from Kenya who buys onions from Tanzania under MIVARF
support, known as Sparkle food would before the project import 20MT of onions per
month. Currently the off-taker is importing 20 to 40MT a week and days of aggregating
onions in the field have reduced from 7 to 2, greatly reducing transaction costs. Thus, the
approach has assisted all prayers in the consortium.

3. Efficiency
There is evidence of increased incomes for small holder farmers in terms of net and
gross margins. There is also evidence of decreased transaction costs by the off-takers
brought about by aggregation of products. The Project was also completed in time and
the funds were utilized 100%. In terms of project cost and financing, the total expenditure
by end of project period (31st December 2017) was US$ 1,350,751. IFAD provided
100% (USD920,000) of its contribution; Kilimo Trust Provided 140% (USD 119,323)
of its cash contribution and 112% (USD67,345) of its in-kind contribution; and private
sector (beneficiaries) and IFAD Funded Projects contributed 160% (USD244,083) of
set targets. Planned activities were initiated and executed to their logical conclusion as
per the schedule of activities. Some targets were over achieved using the same amount
of resources which is good value for money. REACTS and IFAD projects have capacity
build thousands of 20,553 small holder farmers on farming as a business using ToTs and
Farmer field Schools.

4. Sustainability
A key aspect of sustainability is the consortium approach, which seeks to link beneficiaries
with key players in value chains in their regions. The consortia, a win-win model, where
all the consortium partners want it to succeed or benefit. Consortium approach is based
on building strong private sector relationships based on trust between actors (input
suppliers, farmers, lead firms, BDS providers and public institutions) along the value
chain which guarantees sustainability because of the business opportunity for each
actor. Sustainability of REACTS results are based on: a) IFAD projects already adopting
and upscaling some of the REACTS innovations. For instance, MIVARF was awarded a
2-year extension period about $ 200,000 to upscale REACTS consortia model to new
areas; b)
Strong interest from other donors such as AGRA. For instance, AGRA
has officially awarded US 1.39 million to scale up achievements of REACTS I in Kenya,
Uganda and Rwanda; c) Involvement of government line ministries for instance the
network of champions formed in Uganda; and d) Capacity building done by REACTS and
projects which is aimed at building strong farmer capacities, that are business oriented
and resilient to risks.
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5. Impact:
Despite the short time it has been in operation, the REACTS project has greatly impacted
on small holder farmers in terms of increased;

household
income,

household
assets,

children
education,

food
security,

agricultural
production
among others.

The project has also benefited input suppliers, off takers, financial services through the
consortium model that has been largely embraced by all. The model is being scaled up
using other resources by the IFAD projects for several value chains. The consortium
approach is a good model that needs to be scaled up in all projects that aim to assist
farmers access markets. There is evidence of human capital development with the trained
ToTs actively supporting farmers in the field, increased productivity and food security.
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Lessons
What worked in the REACTS Program
a. Consortium formation was a good model that worked, especially due to the fact that
each consortium member had an interest to improve their profits.
b. Sharing meeting every six months by IFPs enhanced linkages and cross learning
between projects, a practice that was not there before.
c. Trade networking platforms such as business to business and other stakeholder
meetings facilitated trade deals with birth of trading structures like LECOFANET.
d. Making private sector the anchor in fronting business cases for instance off taker
being the convener in the consortium has been good practice to ensure sustainability
purposes after the projects end.
e. The nature of REACTS as a cross border capacity building project added value to
the existing national IFAD projects by bringing in cross order marketing aspects that
national projects had no mandate to.
f. REACTS has reactivated dormant farmer groups and cooperatives and through
capacity building moved them to higher level. Having them work under the
consortium approach strengthened them.

However, it is important to note that:
a. The rapport between IFAD funded programs and REACTS was difficult to establish
at first and some partnerships took long to take off. However, the collaboration took
off after the IFAD programmes realized the value of what REACTS was bringing on
the table.
b. REACTS did capacity building at ToT level and the trainees trickled the knowledge
and skills down to the farmers. Adequate supervision at farmer level was hampered
by inadequate staff at REACTS level.
c. In some regions there was inadequate support by some government officers
especially District Cooperative Officers. This includes providing advice as to how
a cooperative should operate, support to farmer groups and regularly monitoring
group activities
d. REACTS’s time was too short and resources were not adequate given its scope and
importance. Some of the Consortia have been in business for barely 3 seasons and
before they matured and stood on their own, the project was over.
e. Finance access at the off taker and also at the farmer level is still low as are business
skills among farmers especially on requirements to access finance.
f. Some consortium partners such as financing institutions take too long to provide
the required support to farmers due to lengthy procedures in appraisals leaving
the farmers frustrated as planting seasons passed without the expected support
forthcoming. Dome farmers interviewed said they had given up due to the lengthy
and bureaucratic process .
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Recommendations
From the findings and lessons learnt, it is recommended that:
1.

IFAD programming will need more market focus from the design stage so that production
is driven by markets rather than vice versa. This calls for more capacity building for
small holder farmers to adapt the ‘farming as a business’ approach.

2. Cross border capacity enhancement projects such as REACTS are needed to support
IFAD programming. They add value especially in lobbying and linkages which are cross
border in nature, as IFAD funded programmes are more country focused.
3. There is need for prioritization of value chains by IFAD projects for greater impact.
There is need to scale up the marketing component to other non-staple value chains
such as poultry and milk and spread to other areas of the East Africa region including
Burundi which was abandoned in the early stages of the project due to political strife
and insecurity.
4. Market oriented projects such as REACTS will need adequate time, about 5 or more
years to reach more beneficiaries and produce impact since development takes time.
For instance, the cross-border markets component did not take off fully due to time
constraints on part of REACTS while farmers felt they needed more direct engagements
with REACTS team. REACTS reach should also be enhanced in all districts.
5. With the impact achieved, it is clear REACTS needs to scale up its work to reach more
beneficiaries and more value chains including service providers for more impact. The
knowledge products need to be disseminated widely for more impact.
6. REACTS should use its cross-border convening advantage in future REACTS
programming to focus more on cross border market component and linkages especially
by organizing more business to business meetings to facilitate trade deals.
7. Phase 2 of REACTS should facilitate IFPs set up pilot consortia in new areas and enhancing
reach and use of its knowledge management and learning products by advertising and
widely disseminating the products using technology, more capacity building for service
providers and cross learning visits. This is especially true for the farmer’s cooperatives
who can do more to empower small holder farmers if fully strengthened and developed
as organizations.
8. On a similar vein, REACTS can enhance efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge
materials by translating them to local languages to reach more farmers, using different
media.
9. There is need for future REACTS programming to pay more attention to access to
finance especially at off taker and farmer level.
10. There is need for involvement of youth in value chain business to take advantage of
the big numbers of youth who are currently unoccupied, to take advantage of the
demographic dividend potential.
11. REACTS needs to undertake more policy advocacy and recruit more champions in the
East African government using lessons learnt from Uganda, to streamline regional cross
border market business. There is need to identify what needs to change and set up
policy development and progression monitoring mechanisms.
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INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Food Trade: East
African Context
Cross border food trade within the
East African Common Market (EACM)
is mostly informal limiting the markets
available to the majority of the poor
(women, men and youth) employed in the
production of food commodities. Formal
trade in food staples has been low although the
East African Community (EAC) has articulated
policies and strategies to support the development
of markets and structured trade in staple foods
such as the “EAC Food Security Action Plan”.
Regional markets have largely been left out of national
strategies for food security, by both surplus and deficit
countries – limiting opportunities for enhanced incomes
for producers, and/or providing good nutrition at prices
that low-income earners in rural and urban areas can afford.
Also despite large investments by IFAD and others to enhance
agricultural productivity, productivity continues to be low and/
or fluctuating, driven by a “low–yields trap”, itself driven by
frequent negative gross margins attained by smallholder farmers.
It is generally acknowledged that rural based enterprises, including
smallholder farmers, can greatly improve their earning potential by
adopting a market orientation. According to Adam Smith, marketing is
not simply an extension of the production process but its only purpose.
In his text The Wealth of Nations (1776), he says:

“Consumption is the sole end purpose of all production: and
the interest of the producer ought to be attended to only so far
as it may be necessary for promoting that of the consumer.”

2

It is therefore clear that marketing is not an activity to which an organisation turns its
attention at the end of the production phase of operations. Rather marketing needs to
be directing production in accordance with clear signals from the marketplace as what is
needed by customers. According to Kols and Uhl (1990), the farmer’s interest is focused
on getting the best return from his produce, which usually equates to maximum price
for unlimited quantities. Manufacturers want least cost, best quality produce from the
farmer so that he can sell it at competitive, but profitable, prices. Traders and retailers
want high quality and reliable supplies from the manufacturer or farmer, at the most
competitive prices. Consumers are interested in obtaining high quality products at low
prices. Clearly, there are conflicting interests here. In an ideal world there should be some
form of strategic partnership between these key players. It is obvious that, in the long
run, any one of the four groups would find it difficult to survive if the others do not. The
approach to value chain development (Kilimo Trust Consortium Approach to Value Chain
Development – KTCA2VCD) introduced by REACTS project to IFAD funded country loan
projects in order to take advantage of regional and national markets may be seen in this
light.
REACTS project design was mainly guided by the IFAD’s ESA Portfolio Performance Report
- Annual Review for July 2011-June 2012, that highlighted that “Markets”, “Policies and
Institutions”, and “Household Income and Assets” are the domains in which ESA is most
active. In the same order, these are also the three Impact Domains where performance is
rated the lowest, with “Markets” ratings, witnessed the largest drop”.
Consultations with different IFAD-Funded Projects (IFPs) project managers during
REACTS project design revealed that most of them are working on several aspects of
market access but the work being done, is rarely driven by understanding of markets
(both national and regional). Appreciation and mainstreaming market focus often comes
too late in the project life cycle, given the fact that it takes time to bring partners on board
– this has therefore affected delivery on market access objectives of IFPs. The REACTS
project therefore came to strengthen the market access component of IFPs.

1.2 The REACTS Program 2014 to 2017
REACTS was a three-year IFAD grant to Kilimo Trust. It was signed on Nov 7, 2014 and
has a completion date of Dec 31, 2017 and closing date of June 30, 2018. Total project
budget was USD 1,218,000 of which the IFAD grant was USD 920,000 with Kilimo Trust
financing USD 85,000 in cash and USD 60,000 in-kind contribution. USD 153,000 was
to come from the private sector and IFAD loan financed projects (ILFP) collaborating with
REACTS.
REACTS was working with IFAD Funded projects (IFPs) in EAC region to accelerate
incomes and wealth creation by 20% of about 10,000 small-scale farmers (women, men
and youth) producing food commodities and are already targeted by IFAD-Projects in the
EAC Partner States. REACTS’ mandate was to enable to IFPs to align, build core skills and
work with relevant partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder producers to
respond effectively to regional markets for food products in the EAC.

3
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The grant was implemented in two components namely: Component 1 which aimed
at knowledge-driven targeting of EAC’s regional cross-border markets by the Projects
supported by IFAD and others in the region, and Component 2 aimed at improvement
in the structuring and efficiency of private sector business-linkages for integrating
smallholders targeted by the Projects of IFAD and others, to regional cross-border
markets. Component 1 expected outputs were: (i) increased understanding by the projects
and their partners, of the opportunities and characteristics of regional markets for the
target food commodities, (ii) increased capacity and skills among the projects and their
service providers to assist the targeted smallholders to adapt “farming as a business”
approaches (business orientation) for enhanced competitiveness in regional and national
markets, while Component 2 outputs were (i) New and/or enhanced business linkages
between the smallholders targeted by the Projects and main off-takers and actors in key
value chains stretching across-borders, and (ii) Platform for knowledge management &
learning (KM&L) on best practices for effective linkages to regional markets - involving
the Projects & relevant trade institutions/partners in the EAC region.
The project targeted 4 countries Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania. They were initially
5 but Burundi was dropped due to political instability. REACTS operation areas within
IFAD funded projects are shown in Annex 1and Annex 2 (GIS map).
The project targeted to engage at least 15,000 smallholder producers (already working
with IFAD projects) in inclusive business linkages to cross border markets. Out of the
targeted 15,000 SHFs, about 10,000 were to register 20% increase in income. Apart
from farmers, REACTS also targeted other VC actors, including input suppliers, offtakers, financial institutions, transporters and other value chain actors using KT Consortia
Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2VCD) model.

1.3 The REACTS Evaluation
1.3.1 Evaluation Objectives and Scope
In March 2018, REACTS commissioned an external end of project/impact evaluation to
assess its performance against stated objectives as detailed in the Terms of Reference
attached as Annex 3. The evaluation was to assess the relevance, effectiveness,
efficiency and sustainability and provide a rating of performance as per IFAD’s evaluation
guidelines. Further, the evaluation was to provide a formal feedback mechanism which
can give further opportunities for learning, give concrete recommendations that may lead
to the re-design and scaling up of the project by IFAD and/or other partners. It would
also assess impact on household income and net assets, human and social capital and
empowerment, food security and agricultural productivity, in addition to bringing out
what has and has not worked, and the reasons behind the successes and failures.

4

1.3.2 Evaluation Methodologies
REACTS Theory of change: IFAD’s key commitment is to move 80 million people out of
poverty during the period 2016-2018, reflecting the organization’s continued commitment
to rural poverty reduction through smallholder agricultural development in all developing
member countries. Thus, IFAD’s evaluations link interventions with results focused on
this goal.
As per IFAD’s evaluation guidelines (as highlighted in IFAD’s Evaluation manual),
REACTS evaluation employed an inclusive, participatory approach as well as the OECD/
DAC criteria. It also followed a rights-based approach through consultation of both
duty bearers and rights holders. A mixed methods approach with both qualitative and
quantitative methods was used, informed by literature review including the end of project
report, key informant interviews, focus group discussions and client consultation. The
approach allowed triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data.

The evaluation team set out to test the following Theory of Change:
i) If capacity building is provided to IFAD funded projects then there will be increased
understanding, capacity and skills among the projects and their service providers
on regional markets opportunities and characteristics of regional markets for the
target food commodities and they will align, build core skills, and work with relevant
partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder producers they target
to respond effectively to regional markets for food products, through adoption
of “farming as a business” approaches for enhanced competitiveness in regional
markets.

5
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ii) If new and/or existing business linkages between the smallholders targeted by the
IFPs, main off-takers and other support actors are enhanced or established, in addition
to establishment of a platform for KM&L to share best practices for effective linkages
to regional markets, then there will be increased trade and enhanced incomes for
smallholder producers of food commodities, targeted by IFPs and others in the EAC
Region.

Some assumptions were made during design that did not hold true:
a) The target groups had already reached a level of productivity with marketable surplus.
However, this did not hold true as majority of smallholder farmers targeted by IFPs were
not producing enough surplus to directly take advantage of existing cross border trade
opportunities. Thus, in most cases REACTS concentrated national linkages first as a
continuum to regional trade;
b) IFPs had flexibility to easily revise their plans and budgets to accommodate REACTS
recommendations. However, some IFPs for instance UTaNRMP in Kenya did not have
a budget allocated to marketing component, thus REACTS had to wait for Mid-term
Review to officially request for budget re-allocation. Also, buy-in from IFPs and service
providers took longer than earlier anticipated, especially at service provider level.
To test this theory of change, the evaluation team interviewed 71 respondents including
IFAD Country Managers, REACTS implementation team, IFAD project staff and their
service providers, value chain actors and their support institutions including off takers, input
providers, financial institutions, service providers, farmer groups/cooperatives who are part
of consortia, and farmer groups who are not part of the consortia as a control (see Annex 7
for list of respondents and contacts).

Table 1: Summary of Respondents
Category
Farmers
KII with IFAD country coordinators

Method
Total Respondents
4 FGDs with Farmers (2 in Uganda, 34
1 in Rwanda and 1 in Tanzania)
1
1

KIIs with IFAD projects staff

3

3

VODP Phase 2 staff
MIVARF
PASP
REACT Staff
Off takers
Cooperatives
Capacity Building Partners
MFIs
Input suppliers
Case studies

4
2
3
4 (FGD and KII)
3
3
4
3
3
4

4
2
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
4

6

The detailed evaluation approach is described here under:

1.3.2.1 Inception meetings
The evaluation team held an inception meeting with the REACTS M&E manager and Project
Manager before preparing the methodology and tools. This was to inform preparation of
the inception report and tools from a thorough understanding of the project.

1.3.2.2 Document and Systems Review
A thorough review of documents including the project proposal document, project
completion report and other progress reports, Aide memoires, Knowledge management
portal, Uza App, M&E data, among others. The documents enabled the evaluation team
to get adequate data on the current status of the project implementation in the target
countries and fine tune the methodology used.

1.3.2.3 The Field Mission
The field mission comprised of the evaluation team’s visits to Uganda, Rwanda and
Tanzania. The team conducted interviews with IFAD funded project staff, REACTS staff,
consortium members including off takers, input providers, Finance Institutions, service
providers; and FGDs with farmers. The field mission took 11days, (4 in Uganda, 4 in
Rwanda and 4 in Tanzania). The data collection served to fill in gaps in the literature
review and confirm/validate what is reported in the various documents. Stories of success
from individual farmers have been included as well as photographs to add to the evidence
of impact. The details on data collection methods are discussed hereunder (see data
collection tools in Annex 6).

a) Key Informant Interviews
Key informant interviews were held with key program stakeholders, including REACTS
Project staff, IFAD project country Coordinators, IFAD Loan Funded projects managers
and staff, service providers, off takers, finance providers, input providers and cooperative
heads. The objective was to analyze progress and experiences on each evaluation criteria,
document successes, challenges and lessons learned, and develop recommendations for
improvement and opportunities for scale up by IFAD.

b) Farmer groups Focus Group Discussions (FGDs)
Farmer groups for the different value chains were identified and FGDs held in each country.
Most Significant Change Stories as well as challenges were sought from the farmers. The
methodology used in FGDs assessed attribution of results to REACTS interventions and
a counterfactual approach by comparing results with farmer groups who engaged and
those who did not engage with the consortia was also employed. Thus, in Lira for instance,
there were two FGDs, one for a group that has engaged the consortium and another one
that did not engage. Before and After comparison was used to analyze results.

7
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c) Observations and Photography
Some key beneficiary projects were observed and photographed for inclusion and
discussion in the report and support the illustration of impact. This included observations
of impact at the farmer level and also at the consortium partner level.

d) Most Significant Change stories
The evaluation team used the Most Significant Change (MSC) method to identify key
impact success stories and gaps from beneficiaries that have been documented as part
of this report.

1.3.2.4 Data Analysis and Report writing
The qualitative data collected was reviewed and categorized into themes so as to respond
to research questions, basically the relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and
impact of the project. The findings per theme were subjected to IFAD’s rating scale of 1
to 6 as follows, where:

8

6

Highly Satisfactory - where under the concerned criterion, the
activity (project, programme, non-lending, etc.) achieved or
surpassed all main targets, objectives, expectations, results (or
impacts) and could be considered as a model within its project
typology.

5

Satisfactory - Under the concerned criterion, the activity achieved
almost all (indicatively, over 80-95 per cent) of the main targets,
objectives, expectations, results (or impacts).

4

Moderately satisfactory - Under the concerned criterion, the
activity achieved the majority (indicatively, 60 to 80 per cent) of
the targets, objectives, expectations, results or impacts. However,
a significant part of these was not achieved.

3

Moderately unsatisfactory - Under the concerned criterion, the
activity did not achieve its main targets, (indicatively, less than 60
per cent) objectives, expectations, results or impacts.

2

Unsatisfactory - Under the concerned criterion, the activity
achieved only a minority of its targets, objectives, expectations,
results or impacts. And,

1

Highly unsatisfactory - Under the concerned criterion, the activity
(project, programme, non-lending, etc.) achieved almost none of
its targets, objectives, expectations, results or impacts.

Quantitative and qualitative analysis methods were used. Quantitative information
included performance figures against targets, trends in crop yields, sales trends over
time and calculation of gross and net margins. Quantitative data were entered into Excel
spreadsheets for analysis and production of charts. Qualitative data included perceptions
of relevance, effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and impact from document review,
key informant interviews and FGDs. The data were recorded verbatim during KIIs and
FGDs and analyzed by thematic analysis and triangulation of different information sets to
find important or frequent themes from the data.
This report contains triangulated data from the analysis, presented as narratives, tables
and charts. It also contains recommendations and way forward.

1.3.3 Limitations of the Evaluation
Heavy rains during the period of data collection prevented some farmers from attending
meetings as they were busy in their farms. However, using the farmer leaders to mobilize
helped to get substantive numbers of farmers. Also, the study was more qualitative than
quantitative given there was no household survey which could have given more accurate
figures in household changes. Control households would also have provided data for
comparison/counterfactual. However, the evaluation team made use of FGDs with
farmers to get as much quantitative data as possible especially for calculation of gross
and net margins.
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2
MAJOR FINDINGS
OF THE REACTS
EVALUATION
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2.1 Institutional and Management Arrangements
REACTS was commissioned and funded by IFAD to support IFAD Funded Projects across
EAC region (Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya, Tanzania and Burundi) to align their interventions,
re-tool/skill project teams and service providers, and work with relevant trade facilitating
agencies (non-traditional partners) in enabling business enterprises of at least 10,000
smallholder farmers that work with IFPs, to respond effectively to regional food markets.
The mandate of IFPs were country specific, and they couldn’t effectively work outside
country borders to facilitate business linkages that go deeper into cross-border regional
markets.
REACTS was implemented by Kilimo Trust which contracted, supervised and managed
other agencies or institutions that complemented its services. These institutions/partners
included,
1. Tanzania Horticultural Association (TAHA), a private association dedicated to
facilitating market access and trade.
2. Integrated Development Consultants (IDC-Kenya), a private firm with over 15 years
track record in implementation of regional trade policy and integration programs in
East and Southern Africa;
3. The Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for Development (RCMRD) to
provide the GIS service to REACTS.
4. Agribusiness Services Limited (ABS LTD), an agribusiness service provider in
Burundi working to assist producers, traders and agricultural product exporter to
comply with good agriculture practices in order to access international markets.
REACTS has also partnered with government line ministries in the different countries for
continuity of project activities beyond project life.
At implementation level, execution of daily tasks was done by a dedicated project team
(KT uses project based model), with a project team leader, supported by country based
program officers. The implementation team was supported by M&E officer to maintain
data, track progress and support adaptive management.
At grass root level, REACTS introduced KT Consortia Approach to Value Chain
Development (KT-CA2VCD) model anchored on big produce buyer (i.e. processor,
exporter or national trader) that links different VC actors such as farmers, big buyers,
financial institutions, input suppliers and other value chain actors. The REACTS team
was working closely with the different service providers contracted by IFPs to establish
and nurture these consortia. From IFAD headquarter to the partners and beneficiaries,
REACTS had structures with clear division of responsibilities which ensured smooth flow
of information. There was a clear division of responsibilities among the project team that
helped in providing close and tailored support to each of the IFPs and consortia they were
working with.
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Review of reports indicates that REACTS has had 3 supervision missions that involved
different stakeholders: IFAD, Kilimo Trust, IFPs and their service providers. The missions
for example in March 2016 provided recommendations which were positive on REACTS
activities. The missions produced joint agreed action points/aide memoires and the
recommendations have been implemented by REACTS.
In terms of project cost and financing, the total expenditure by end of project period
(31st December 2017) was US$ 1,350,751. IFAD provided 100% (USD920,000) of its
contribution; Kilimo Trust Provided 140% (USD 119,323) of its cash contribution and
112% (USD 67,345) of its in-kind contribution; and private sector (beneficiaries) and
IFAD Funded Projects contributed 160% (USD244,083) of set targets.

2.2 Overall project rating
Overall, the rating of the project is successful with impact being very successful as shown
in the following Table.

Table 2: OECD Criteria Rating
Criteria

Score

Conclusion

Relevance

5

Satisfactory/Successful

Effectiveness

5

Satisfactory/Successful

Efficiency

5

Satisfactory/Successful

Impact

6

Highly Satisfactory/Highly successful

Sustainability

5

Satisfactory/Successful

Rating 5 – Satisfactory. This score is attributed to the fact that the project addressed
key interventions of understanding of markets and establishment of business linkages
to both national and regional markets which had a huge impact on smallholder farmers’
incomes. It also relates to all national agricultural development strategies, laws and
policy regulations.

2.2.1 Relevance
Under relevance, the evaluation assessed the extent to which the REACTS Project
interventions met the needs of the targeted partners and beneficiaries. As far as relevance
of the design is concerned, it is noted that before the project was designed, a review
of 26 IFAD funded projects in the EAC was done and results indicated that they are
working on several aspects of market access but the work being done, as reflected in
supervision mission reports, is rarely driven by understanding of regional markets. From
the interviews conducted with partners, although marketing was part of the design of the
IFAD Loan funded projects, emphasis was more on production and market component

13
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was rather weak3, and so REACTS project added value by energizing the much needed
market component and ‘opened our eyes improve what we were doing and do it in a
structured way’.4 Issues of markets are also brought about by issues of quality, volume
and timeliness of products which needed to be addressed.
REACTS’ relevance to IFPs and beneficiaries stems from the fact that its objective was
to enable the IFPs in the EAC Region to align, build core skills, and work with relevant
(especially non-traditional) partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder
producers to respond effectively to regional markets for food products, in the East African
Community (EAC). REACTS complimented the IFPs whose mandate and budget lines
are country specific. Interviews with IFP country program coordinators and project
coordinators generally confirmed that the project was relevant to the IFPs.5
A project officer in Tanzania 6 asserted that the IFPs previously had a model where
farmers were pushing the products to the market unlike the consortia model where
traders are pulling products to the market and farmers produce according to the market
requirements, removing the burden of markets from the farmers to the off takers.
Nevertheless, not all the project objectives seem to have been realistic, as some
assumptions did not hold true which included;
a. The target groups had already reached a level of productivity with marketable
surplus. While this might have been the case for a few projects and value chains,
most of the smallholder farmer institutional capacity targeted by IFPs was still
weak to directly take advantage of existing cross border trade opportunities.
Thus, in most cases, REACTS had to start with national linkages
b. Off-takers had the necessary skills and capacity to mobilize and engage
smallholder farmers. However, majority of them had weak linkages to smallholder
farmer organizations, coupled with internal challenges especially access to credit
which ultimately affected their purchasing ability from smallholder farmers.
REACTS started addressing the above challenges by conducting an assessment of the
mismatch between farmers’ capacity and market requirements. The recommendations
from the assessment were shared during the joint AWP meetings and later noted during
the IFAD supervision mission in March 2016 which further recommended in their reports
for CPMs and CPOs to fast track the revision of IFPs AWP and budget to incorporate
REACTS justifiable recommendations. Focus on local and national markets became
paramount as the production was enhanced for future targeting of cross border market.
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Also, as a result of REACTS interventions, different consortia have been formed with
off takers playing a big role of assuring sustainable market for smallholder farmers and
ultimately pulling the produce to the market. In line with REACTS recommendations,
storage facilities and maize driers have been constructed for instance PASP in Rwanda,
following REACTS recommendations. Evaluation team’s interviews with service providers
and beneficiaries confirmed the importance of the interventions adopted.
REACTS was also relevant in as far as response to national agricultural development
strategies was concerned. In Kenya, the Agricultural Sector Development Strategy (ASDS)
and Strategy for the Revitalisation of Agriculture (SRA) prioritise the transformation of
agriculture from subsistence to farming as a business and agribusiness. In Rwanda, the
Strategic Plan for Agricultural Transformation (PSTA III) states that “household income
is the principal determinant of food security”, and thus its objectives are to transform the
agriculture and food sectors in several ways including from a focus on domestic markets
–to- a focus on export to regional markets – exactly what REACTS supported. In Tanzania,
the Agricultural Sector Development Programme (ASDP) is being re-designed to have
a strong focus on commercialization of smallholder farming through a competitive
Agribusiness Investment Matching Grant (AIMG) designed to finance business plans
of farmer organizations in partnerships with agribusinesses. In Uganda, the Agricultural
Sector Development Strategy and Investment Plan (DSIP) calls for “a competitive,
profitable and sustainable agricultural sector” focused at transforming subsistence
farming to commercial agriculture7. The poor rural farmers targeted were also relevant to
IFAD’s goal, as youth, women and men living at below USD 2 per day, their institutions
and platforms supporting market access; and rural-based traders undertaking collection,
consolidation and primary processing of commodities in areas supported by IFPs and
others in the EAC, some in marginalized semi-arid areas and in Uganda being postconflict and refugee hosting areas. However, REACTS lacked specific targets for women
and youth, and this requires to be incorporated in future program designs.

3

KII with VODP Project staff in Lira, Uganda, 13 March 2018. He said that previously the project emphasis was on
agronomic and post- harvest practices but not farming as a business

4

Same as above (Ibid)

5

KII with VODP staff, Kampala March 9, 2018

6

See my previous comment KII with MIVARP Tanzania March 20, 2018
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2.2.2 Effectiveness
RATING-5- Satisfactory- The score is determined by the fact that most of the outcomes
and outputs were achieved and even over achieved. This includes capacity building,
business linkages (consortia) formation, among others. However, the linkages to cross
border markets and dissemination of knowledge products was not adequately achieved
due to original assumptions that did not hold true8.
The project was geared towards increasing market linkages. As a result, farmers’
productivity increased. For instance, sunflower productivity increased more than fourfold and also for other commodities such as maize, beans, onions productivity increased
because they were assured of markets. Apart from improved access to structured
output markets, there has been change in access to input markets with regard to farm
inputs, finance, and agribusiness skills9, with an overall increase in incomes10 and asset
acquisition for small holder farmers and profits for other players in the targeted areas.

Component 1: Knowledge-driven targeting of EAC’s regional cross-border
markets by the Projects supported by IFAD and others in the region
Under Component 1, it is clear from the evaluation that the levels of awareness on
opportunities for regional trade have increased and networking of traders through visits
and networking fora, which has resulted in more exploration of opportunities and actual
trade. For instance, BABC, an off taker in Rwanda imported soya beans from Ngetta
Tropical Holdings Ltd in Lira Uganda and Sparkle Foods; an offtaker from Kenya importing
onions from Mangola, Tanzania. However, the short duration of REACTS has not enabled
the trade linkages to crystallize and there are some cases of one off trading, as most
activities seemed concentrated towards the end of the program. With expected increase
in production facilitated by the consortium approach, more hand holding by REACTS was
required11 for cross border trading to be actualized as expected.

7

REACTS Project document p.2

8

Some assumptions were made during design that did not hold true; a) The target groups had already reached a level
of productivity with marketable surplus. However, this did not hold true as majority of smallholder farmers targeted by
IFPs were not producing enough surplus to directly take advantage of existing cross border trade opportunities. Thus,
in most cases REACTS concentrated national linkages first as a continuum to regional trade; b) IFPs had flexibility to
easily revise their plans and budgets to accommodate REACTS recommendations. However, some IFPs for instance
UTaNRMP in Kenya did not have a budget allocated to marketing component, thus REACTS had to wait for Mid-term
Review to officially request for budget re-allocation. Also, buy-in from IFPs and service providers took longer than earlier
anticipated, especially at service provider level.

9

Training was done through contracted pay for service providers and mainly focused on agribusiness

10

Through established consortia, 11,388MT of produce valued at US$ 3,139,099 was traded through structured trade
arrangements. Of the total volumes traded, 2,803MT of produce, valued at US$828,607 was traded across borders.

11

Most KIIs respondents estimated at least 5 to 10 years is required for consortium to mature and clear results to be seen
with sustained production and cross border trade with agricultural commodities
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Through capacity building using the knowledge products and technical support, REACTS
opened up the IFAD funded projects to realize what needed to be done to improve market
access. REACTS undertook market analysis for five value chains and shared with projects.
In addition, REACTS built the capacity of the projects on GIS, and enabled mapping of
market infrastructure and visualization of where markets were, resulting in marking of
aggregation points and sustainable linkages. Working with service providers, REACTS
has enabled the off-takers to enhance profits through reduction of transaction costs
for off takers12 , enhanced input supplies, bank loans while for small holder farmers,
enhanced knowledge on farming as a business, access to quality seeds by farmer groups/
cooperatives (in some cases on credit) as well as the assured market for enhanced
productivity and incomes.
There is evidence of change in practices that has resulted in effective production and
business operations. For instance, before REACTS, most cooperatives or farmers did not
have business plans, did not aggregate their produce, market collectively or acquire inputs
collectively. This has changed and many farmer groups, for instance Okwang Cooperative
in Lira (sun flower) and LECOFANET in Arusha (onions) are now aggregating their produce
and selling collectively. In Okwang Cooperative for instance, Farmers used to aggregate
only 2000kg in 2015 but this has moved up to over 4,000 metric tons in 2017 season A.
In Rwanda, BABC increased annual volumes of maize traded from 2000MT tons (2015)
to 6000MT tons (2017).
Training on market requirements has enhanced quality of products and resultant prices,
for instance sun flower value chain in Lira. A key component in trainings for farmers
is farming as a business which build farmer capacity in business, entrepreneurial and
management skills. The skills have enabled farmers to be competitive and take advantage
of the new market opportunities that are arising, and adapt their farm business to market
changes.

Component 2: Improvement in the structuring and efficiency of private sector
business-linkages for integrating smallholders targeted by the Projects of IFAD
and others, to regional cross-border markets
Under Component 2, the consortium model (KT2CA-VCD) introduced by REACTS has
been a big success and was hailed by all respondents engaged during the evaluation. The
model when compared with other approaches such as spot buying is greatly advantageous
to all the actors – farmers, off takers, input suppliers, financiers and as one respondent
put, is self-propelling once it takes off as everybody gains13.

12

KII with Sparkle foods

13

KII with Sparkle foods respondent, Nairobi 20 March 2018
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Although the consortia are still in the incubation stage, contracts signed between off takers
and farmer cooperatives have progressed well and formal business has been reported.
Through nine established consortia14 , 11,388MT of produce, valued at US$ 3,139,099 was
traded through structured trade arrangements. Of the total volumes traded, 2,803MT of
produce, valued at US$828,607 was traded across borders i.e. onions from Tanzania to
Kenya, Soya from Uganda to Rwanda and India, and maize from Uganda to Rwanda. As a
result, the incomes of 8,800 farmers increased by 43.4%15.
REACTS has established linkages between relevant agricultural partners involved in
agricultural trade. These partners were rarely engaged previously but through advocacy
and champions meetings in Rwanda and Uganda, buy-in has been achieved and results
are evident with increased efforts to mainstream regional trade in the government
agenda. Champion meetings in Uganda included Ministry of East African Affairs, National
Planning Authority, Ministry of Trade and Ministry of Agriculture. This needs to be scaled
up in the other target countries using Uganda as learning ground as Uganda platform is
continuously nurtured.
To enhance knowledge sharing and communication, an online platform16 and mobile
Application known as ‘Uza EAC APP’17 have been developed and knowledge products
uploaded for sharing lessons. Actors are using these platforms for capacity building but the
publicity is still low as REACTS relied on projects to disseminate the knowledge products.
The knowledge products also need to reach farmers but some do not conceptualize English
medium, thus the need to translate them to different languages. Between February 2017
to January 2018, a total of 12,413 visits and 74,151 hits were registered on the platform.
Disaggregating data to establish which service provider accessed will be important for
adaptive programming.

14

A consortia is an arrangement that brings together farmer groups, offtakers, input suppliers, service providers in a value
chain working together to enhance market driven production

15

REACTS Project Completion Report 2018

16

This is a web-based knowledge management portal for sharing experiences on business linkages- http://reacts.
kilimotrust.org/. Between February 2017 to January 2018, a total of 12,413 visits and 74,151 hits were registered
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“Uza-EAC app”, a mobile based app that can accessible on play store. The app provides simplified information on what
is already possible and requirements/procedures for cross-border trade in the EACM. A number stakeholder especially
traders are now accessing this app
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Achievements of the project Against Targets
The project had outcomes and outputs whose achievement and ratings are summarized
in the Tables below.

Table 3: Key Outcome Results
Indicator

Appraisal Targets Actuals

Outcome
Execution rate

Outcome quality
assessment

Purpose (Development Objective): Targeted IFPs in the EAC Region improve skills and knowledge and work with
relevant (especially non-traditional) partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder farmers that they work
with, to respond effectively to regional food markets
% increase in incomes
of targeted smallholder
producers of food
commodities taking
part in regional trade

20% increase in
income for 10,000
small-scale farmers

43.4% increase
in incomes for
8,800 farmers

153%

Incomes realized within
less than two years of
implementation. Some
farmers acquired assets
that enabled them
generate more income
e.g. oxen, ploughs and
motor cycles

Number of small holder
producers of food
commodities supported
to participate in crossborder markets

At least 15,000
farmers

31,929 (4,398
involved in crossborder trade)

212%

Farmers linked marketoff-takers and capacity
built

Number of IFAD
projects that have
oriented their
productivity-enhancing
and market access
interventions towards
responding to well
understood crossborder markets

5 (At least one
Project per EAC
Partner State)

6 Projects (PASP,
VODP, MIVARF,
UTaNRMP, SDCP,
MUVI)

120%

IFAD projects have
provided budgets
to support REACTS
interventions

Component/Outcome 1: Knowledge-driven targeting of EAC’s regional cross-border markets by the Projects
supported by IFAD and others in the region
Number of projects
that have revised their
interventions to expand
focus on assisting
smallholders to target
competitiveness in
cross-border regional
markets

5 Projects (All
targeted projects
establish at least
one business
consortium)

5 projects (PASP,
VODP, MIVARF,
UTaNRMP, MUVI)

100%

Some projects have
scaled up the consortium
approach in several
regions

Number of projects,
their partners and
beneficiaries who use
packages and trainers
for scaling-out capacity
building, at own costs

At least 5 projects
are using packages
(FBS model)
and trainers for
scaling-out capacity
building, at own
costs

5 Projects (PASP,
VODP, MIVARF,
UTaNRMP, SDCP)

100%

Online platform being
used to reach more
people
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Indicator

Appraisal Targets Actuals

Outcome
Execution rate

Outcome quality
assessment

Purpose (Development Objective): Targeted IFPs in the EAC Region improve skills and knowledge and work with
relevant (especially non-traditional) partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder farmers that they work
with, to respond effectively to regional food markets
Output 1: Increased understanding by the Projects and their partners, the opportunities and characteristics of
regional markets for the target food commodities
Number of market
information packages
produced and shared
with IFPs to increase
their understanding
of regional market
opportunities

5 information
packages

6 information
packages

120%

The info packs
highlighted market sizes,
requirements and crosscountry competitive
edge of each crop. The
published reports have
been shared with the
Projects and their service
providers through the
REACTS knowledge
management portal and
other different fora

Number of IFAD funded GIS database for 11
Projects receiving
commodities
training on GIS mapping

GIS database for
11 commodities
developed

100%

REACTS also printed 17
crop suitability maps on
A0 canvas and shared
with respective projects
for hanging in their
offices for continuous
reference.

Number of training
Packages and Materials
produced

One produced

100%

One training package

Output 2: Increased capacity and skills among the projects and their service providers
Number of ToT sessions
conducted by REACTS

At least 5 ToT
sessions conducted

7 sessions

140%

401 TOTs have been
trained from 6 Projects)

Use participatory
learning workshops
to enable the Projects
to design/modify the
interventions they
support to enhance
market-responsiveness
and competitiveness

Six periodical joint
review and planning
sessions

Five (5) periodical
joint review and
planning sessions
for 5 IFPS

83%

Rotational between
countries. Evidence of
synergies between the
IFAD projects within the
country

Develop Training of
Trainers (ToT) packages
(for capacity building
of Project’s staff and
key service providers)
on best practices in
production and postharvest handling in
response to segments/
demands in regional
markets

No target

2 manuals
produced

NA

Based on the gaps that
existed in the current
IFPs’ manuals. Shared
through REACTS
knowledge management
portal
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Indicator

Appraisal Targets Actuals

Outcome
Execution rate

Outcome quality
assessment

Purpose (Development Objective): Targeted IFPs in the EAC Region improve skills and knowledge and work with
relevant (especially non-traditional) partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder farmers that they work
with, to respond effectively to regional food markets
Number of certified
project staff and service
providers building
capacity of MSMEs to
effectively respond to
regional markets

25 TOTs

52 TOTs trained
and graduate with
Farmer Business
Schools (FBS)
model with over
400 trained in
business oriented
agriculture

208%

ToTs have supported
on-ward business skills
training for 20,553 small
holder farmers (farming
as a business)

Number of joint
planning and review
meetings with IFPs held

6 meetings planned

5 joint work
planning meetings
held

83%

Closer collaboration
between IFPs in the
region attained with
cross learning

Component/Outcome 2: Improvement in the structuring and efficiency of private sector business-linkages for
integrating smallholders targeted by the Projects of IFAD and others, to regional cross-border markets
Number of projects
& BDS partners who
are brokering business
linkages for their
beneficiaries at own
initiative and costs.

At least 5 Projects
are brokering
establishment of new
and/or enhancing
inclusive business
linkages

3 projects

60%

MIVARF, VODP and
PASP are scaling out the
consortium model in new
areas without REACTS
initiation

Number of inclusive
business linkages
established and
mentored

At least 12 (4
regional and 8
national) business
linkages established
and mentored

9 business
linkages (1
regional, 8
National)

75%

Most of the participating
farmers had limited
capacity to engage
in cross-border trade
in terms of market
requirements (in terms of
volumes required, quality,
timeliness and variety) to
even meet local/national
demand

Output 3: New and/or enhanced business linkages between the smallholders targeted by the Projects and main offtakers and actors in key value chains stretching across-borders
Number of business
concepts developed for
linking smallholders to
regional cross-border
trade in relevant
commodities

7 business concepts
developed and
adopted by the
consortia actors.

5 business
concepts
produced

71%

Number of MoUs /
agreements business
linkages signed

12 MoUs and 20
contracts signed
between business
linkage partners

26 MoUs and 32
supply contracts
were signed

208%

Suppliers committed
to deliver 30,153MT
of produce, worth US$
13,914,444
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Indicator

Appraisal Targets Actuals

Outcome
Execution rate

Outcome quality
assessment

Purpose (Development Objective): Targeted IFPs in the EAC Region improve skills and knowledge and work with
relevant (especially non-traditional) partners in enabling business enterprises of smallholder farmers that they work
with, to respond effectively to regional food markets
Volume (metric tons)
of commodities under
structured traded by
smallholder

20,000 MT

11,388MT of
produce valued
at US$ 3,139,099
traded through
structured trade
arrangements.

57%

Number of VC actors
profiled (offtaker and
champion institutions)
and supported

130(100 off-takers,
30 champions)

160 (108 offtakers, 52
champions)

123%

The profiles of the VC
actors are found in
REACTS online database
available on reacts.
kilimotrust.org

Output 4: Platform for KM&L on best practices for effective linkages to regional markets - involving the Projects &
relevant trade institutions/partners in the EAC
Number of knowledge
sharing platforms
developed

At least two

2 developed

100%

Number of
communication and
knowledge sharing
plans developed and
disseminated

At least two
communication,
knowledge sharing,
and process
documentation
plans developed and
shared

2 developed

100%

Number of joint
learning events held
to raise capacity of VC
actors

15 events planned

10 held

67%

Number of Knowledge
products produced and
shared

5 knowledge
products

7 knowledge
products
developed and
shared1

140%

18
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Knowledge base has
been established in form
of a portal available on
reacts.kilimotrust.org

Knowledge products
were shared during
review meetings, joint
learning events, email
communication with
IFAD teams and REACTS
projects knowledge
portal

Knowledge products included: 1) all developed training manuals, (2) market characterization reports, (3) GIS maps, (4)
presentations made by REACTS in different fora, (5) REACTS implementation approach i.e. step by step process, (6)
what is already possible and cross border requirements reports, and (7) profiles of champions and off-takers

Review of sampled Results under effectiveness Indicators
The evaluation sampled some four indicators from the log frame to assess the effectiveness
of REACTS program from documentation and at the field level.
Number of IFAD projects that have oriented their productivity-enhancing and market access
interventions towards responding to well understood cross-border markets:
Key themes that come out of the study under this indicator include the following:
Consortia formation: It was noted that MIVARF, VODP2, and PASP have adopted the KT
Consortia Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2VCD) model and each has at
least a consortium. An example is MIVARF in Tanzania that has established consortia in
Sengerema and Singida, with limited support from REACTS, and VODP’s Greater North
United Consortium dealing with soya and sunflower. In all these consortia, the off-takers
were noted to be taking lead.
Reorientation to market demands: The orientation by the IFAD projects has resulted in
change in their way of doing business, with a number of IFAD projects (PASP, VODP,
MIVARF, UTaNRMP, MUVI) having revised their interventions to expand focus on assisting
smallholders to target competitiveness in national and regional markets. Also, a number
of projects (PASP, VODP, MIVARF, UTaNRMP, SDCP) their partners and beneficiaries are
using packages and trainers for scaling-out capacity building at their own costs19 . These
interventions have increased the knowledge and skills of farmers, enhancing productivity
and trade20.
In Kenya, UTaNRMP responded to recommendations captured in IFAD Mission aide
memoirs and agreed to re-orient its interventions, aligning them to respond to markets. In
Rwanda, PASP project expanded its geographical scope to include a new district (Nyanza
district) and hired a new district field staff to monitor and coordinate PASP activities in
the district. It also constructed cooperative storage facilities and provided maize drying
equipment. MIVARF and PASP projects invested US$ 13,330 in GIS training for their staff
and service providers. GIS mapping was done with the purpose of showing areas that
were suitable for farming specific commodities. Some of the SPs from the two projects
procured 10 GPS units (valued at US$ 2,500) to support M&E activities following GIS
training that was facilitated by REACTS. These interventions have enhanced productivity
as crops are matched to geographical regions best suited for them and better post-harvest
management leading to minimal post-harvest losses. Formation of consortia was the
main beneficial activity in the project, and assured input and output services for the small
holder farmers, and with enhanced profits for off takers, input providers and financing
institutions and smallholder farmers.
The following graph shows the trend in sunflower seeds purchased in Lira Hub over the
seasons since the project started.
19

REACTS project Report 2018, p 35

20

11,388MT of produce valued at US$ 3,139,099 traded through structured trade arrangements, a product of the capacity
building and market orientation.
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Figure 1: Trends of Sunflower Seed Purchase in Lira
Source: Lira Hub coordinator’s office

There was also an increase in volume of maize aggregated with BABC consortium as
shown in the graph below.

Figure 2: Trend in Volume Aggregated with BABC
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According to an interview with one of the cross-border market off takers, all actors in
the consortium benefit, the farmers, input providers, market off takers, and financing
institutions21 . From the graph above, it is clear that quality seed demand has been on the
rise, benefitting the input supplier. Farmers have also been able to grow or produce more
since they have an assured market, hence more income. The input provider, the off taker
and financial institutions are assured of more business and higher profits.
Various focus group discussions attest to the fact that the lives of the beneficiary farmers
have changed. This is the case in Lira for instance, when REACTS facilitated formation of
the consortium for sunflower value chain with Ngetta Tropical Holdings Ltd as the offtaker. As the farmers put it:
Before Ngetta came in, life was not easy. We would grow sunflower and sell it at 300 to
400 Uganda Shillings per kilogram22 to middle men. Ngetta came in and provided us with
seeds on credit and buys the product at 1000 Uganda shillings per kilogram. The seeds
provided to the farmers by Ngetta have a germination rate of 95%. Thus, the farmers
suffer no losses from non-germinating seeds and are assured of high production.
Number of MoUs /agreements business linkages signed and Number of VC actors profiled
(offtaker and champion institutions) and supported. The evaluation team was able to note the
MoUs signed between the off-takers in the consortia. Examples include Ngetta Tropical
Holdings Ltd under VODP 2 in Uganda and BABC under PASP in Rwanda trading in soya
beans. In addition, off takers signed contracts with cooperatives after aggregation.

Figure 3: Ngetta and
Acan cooperative MOU
(VODP2)

21

KII with Sparkle Foods in Nairobi 20 March
2018

22

FGD with Farmers at Okwang Village.
Saturday March 10, 2018
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Number of communication and knowledge sharing plans developed and disseminated:
Under this indicator, as discussed elsewhere, REACTS established a platform (webbased knowledge portal) for sharing experiences and lessons towards improved market
linkages with specific focus on cross-border trade (accessible on http://reacts.kilimotrust.
org). Between February 2017 to January 2018, a total of 12,413 visits and 74,151 hits were
registered. The information shared on the portal is key in linking consortia with markets
especially cross border but more dissemination and awareness creation is required
regarding availability of this information, hence the need for a phase II of REACTS to
crystallize these gains.
Volume (metric tons) of commodities under structured trade traded by smallholder
Farmers in Okwang farmers’ cooperative confessed increasing acreage of sunflower23
since 2016. The drivers of the change include use of improved seed, 100% of SHFs under
the consortium using improved variety (Agsun8251)24, cost saved due to collective
marketing25 , postharvest training helping them meet market quality requirements and
good price offered by the off taker - Ngetta Tropical Holdings limited located at Lira. The
off-taker offered to the Okwang cooperative a high yielding variety of sunflower seed
(Agsun 8251 variety imported from South Africa) on credit and signed a contract to buy
the sunflower at $0.28 per kg26. Increased acreage has seen a change in farm labour
practices, from use of a hand hoe to ox-plough for some farmers which has also enabled
more production and increased incomes.
The increase in production was also noted with BABC consortium where there was an
increase in volume of maize aggregated.

Figure 4: Inside a
sunflower store at
Okwang

23
24
25
26

26

The acreage has increased from an average of less than 1 acre in 2014 to 3 acres per farmer in 2017
Ngetta Tropical holdings will not buy sunflower products from other varieties apart from Agsun8251
This includes transport costs which reduce when the produce from different is aggregated
Lira town in Northern Uganda has about 80 millers processing sunflower but they offered a price which fluctuates between $0.2 to $ 0.25 per kg. Ngetta
Tropical holdings price is thus higher.

Figure 5: Processed
oil at Ngetta factory
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Figure 6: Sunflower seeds at Ngetta stores

External Factors influencing the outcomes and outputs
Some external factors that influenced the outputs and outcomes include poor weather
where for instance 2016 drought in whole of East Africa resulted in lower than expected
production. There was also temporary trade ban effects on Tanzania border for exports
of maize for some weeks. Post-harvest facilities can help resolve some of these issues as
farmers can comfortably wait to sell when the profits are higher.
Other external factors are the cross-border policies money transfer systems, CESS tax
within Tanzania increasing costs for traders.

Summary on effectiveness
Overall the project has achieved its objectives. Although some targets have not been
fully achieved most of the targets were over achieved. Mismatch between farmers’
capacity and market requirements in terms of volumes produced, quality and timeliness
affected the original objectives on cross border trade. Despite this, however, the project
was generally effective and used its resources to achieve impressive results: In summary
REACTS improved market linkages and access to finance for farmers; built business
consortia; built capacity of farmers to produce for targeted market in terms of volumes
produced, quality and timeliness; built capacity of off-takers on organizational/business
management including documentation, financial management, business planning to
access produce financing and meeting standards (quality standards) among others. The
indicators results show very significant impact and appear to be quite effective towards
the achievement of the specific objectives, and results are attributable to REACTS. For
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instance, interviews with various value chain actors confirm that REACTS component of
knowledge-driven targeting of EAC’s regional cross-border markets and improvement in
the structuring and efficiency of private sector business-linkages promoted were having a
very positive effect. An interview with an IFAD project officer in Tanzania expressed how
a meeting in Arusha attended by 65 participants composed of traders, service provider,
government staffs and IFAD staff was followed by a visit to BABC in Rwanda, resulting in
immediate formation of Kigoma Maize Consortium.

2.2.3 Efficiency
RATING 5 - Satisfactory. The satisfactory score is determined by the fact that the
project resources have been utilized to conduct all planned activities, which have been
converted into tangible results. There is value for money and the results have been
achieved within the stipulated period and quality, as evidenced by the outcomes and
outputs. However, sometime lapses by IFPs in submitting funds to service providers
affected the efficiency of the project.

Activity Execution
The funds were utilized 100%, with planned activities initiated and executed to their
logical conclusion as per the schedule of activities. In order to measure the value of
money a comparison has been done for the investment cost – with the value of the
accrued benefits. However, some benefits are not quantifiable, for instance supporting
IFPs to understand regional markets, capacity building IFP teams and service providers;
establishment of business consortia/linkages, knowledge management (through the web
portal), and innovations. The quality of the program inputs was ensured through activities
such as vetting of pay for service providers, assessment studies, periodic monitoring of
program activities by IFAD and Kilimo Trust, cross sharing by IFPs in meetings held every
six months among others. An example is recommendations from REACTS and IFAD field
assessments being used to improve quality of programming for instance construction of
storage facilities to ensure quality post-harvest storage to meet market requirements.

Cost benefit analysis
The evaluation team compared the costs with the benefits that can have numerical values,
as this provides a reference to the use of resources. The final project report indicates
that through established consortia, 11,388MT of produce valued at US$ 3,139,099 was
traded through structured trade arrangements. Of the total volumes traded, 2,803MT
of produce, valued at US$828,607 was traded across borders including onions from
Tanzania to Kenya, Soya from Uganda to Rwanda and India, maize from Uganda to
Rwanda. Though the volumes traded through structured trade and number of farmers
involved in cross border trade were lower than the targeted, IFP projects are now actively
brokering establishment of new and/or enhancing business consortia.
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In Uganda, the price of sunflower per kg offered by Ngetta Tropical Holdings has increased
from Ush 800 (US$0.216) to Ush1100 (US$0.29). Also, farmers interviewed in Karatu in
Tanzania indicated the prices of onions offered by the off-taker increased from Tanzania
Sh 900 (US$ 0.4/Kg) to Tanzania Sh 1180 (US$0.52/Kg). In Lira, Uganda Soya beans
prices increased from Uganda Sh 800 (US$ 0.21) per kg to Uganda Sh 1000 (US$ 0.28
per kg).
Analysis of the two shows that using the change in price alone, the overall changes in
sales was equal to 30% for onions and 33 % for sunflower which indicates a very good
value for money.
A key question in efficiency would be whether the intervention could have been
implemented with fewer resources without negatively affecting the quality and quantity
of the results. The answer is both ‘yes’ and ‘no’. For ‘no’, it can be argued from the indicator
on increase in price, which has been used to show efficiency is an output of functional
consortia which has been complimented by the cost of non-quantifiable benefits
mentioned above in this section. For ‘yes’, it can be attributed to the over achievement
which is more than the under achievement.
There was over achievement of some targets especially in capacity building such as
training of ToTs where budgets produced more outputs than targeted, meaning more
value for money was realized in such cases.

Timeliness
In terms of timeliness, overall the project was implemented within the contract period with
funds utilization positively corresponding with the implementation period. However, for
financial 2016/17 there was a time lag in budget implementation as per the expenditure
table below.

Table 4: Expenditure Table
Description

Nov 2014 June 15

July 2015 June 2016

July 2016 June 2017

July - Dec
2017

Contract period in months

8

20

32

38

Contract Technical budget

1,214,105

1,214,105

1,214,105

1,214,105

Total Annual expenditure

263,475

366,964

359,198

224,469

Total project expenditure up
to December 2017

263,475

630,439

989,637

1,214,106

21.053

52.63

84.21

100.00

22

52

82

100

*Time lapse %
Budgeted funds spent %

*Time lapsed is calculated as the number of months into the project divided by the
number of months as per contract at the time.
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However most of the respondents, the contracted service providers, IFPs staff felt that
the REACTS time period was short compared to IFPs period. They felt that REACTS
project should have had the same period with IFPs and provided more resources given
the relevance. They also felt that the REACTS package has added value to IFPs within
a short period of time and impacts have been realized though in small scale given the
little budget. Service providers affirmed the period was a bit short for proper adoption
of skills provided, and for the consortium to be sustainable. REACTS as a multi-country
actor has key added value especially on cross border trade, given that the mandate of
IFPs is national in nature, thus IFPs cannot automatically integrate some of the REACTS
activities. REACTS is also a natural convener of other IFPs given its cross-cutting mandate
of working with all of them.
One challenge on efficiency was that despite having a harmonized work plan with service
providers, IFPs would sometimes delay funds release to service providers such as the
trainers, yet agriculture is a moving target. Such time lapses affected the efficiency but
not the effectiveness of the project. Time was also lost at the beginning trying to engage
IFAD projects to buy-in to REACTS and also re align their workplans and budgets.
REACTS projectized organizational structure ensured adequate attention was given to
the project, with key staff dedicated to the project efficiently supporting activities on the
ground. This was evidenced by testimonies on the ground who often commented on the
personalized support they received from REACTS.

2.2.4 Impact
RATING 6: Highly Satisfactory - The score is determined by the fact that the project
is contributing to a large extent to a positive long-term effect on project beneficiaries,
both the small holder farmers and the traders. There is evidence of impact on household
assets, food security, human and social capital and empowerment and agricultural
productivity.
IFAD defines impact as the changes that have occurred or are expected to occur in
the lives of the rural poor (whether positive or negative, direct or indirect, intended or
unintended) as a result of development interventions. REACTS has made a big difference
to the economic lives of the small holder farmers targeted by the IFAD funded projects. The
evaluation assessed the household incomes and net assets over time, human and social
capital and empowerment, food security and agricultural productivity and institutions and
policies. There is evidence of human capital development with the trained ToTs actively
supporting farmers in the field, increased productivity and food security.
Some of the notable tangible impacts associated with REACTS project as per the field
visits includes;
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Increase in Net Income with Improved Technologies.
Various focus group discussions attest to the fact that the lives of the beneficiary farmers
have changed. VODP 2 sunflower value chain for instance has greatly improved incomes
for farmers, with key drivers being increased yields and acreage due to assured market,
competitive prices and availability of quality seeds (and on credit), Before the REACTS
project, farmers in VODP 2 in Lira were selling the sunflower to processers between $0.2
to $ 0.25 per kg. Things changed for the better when REACTS introduced the consortium
approach, with Ngetta Tropical Holdings Ltd as the offtaker.
As one farmer put it;
Before Ngetta Tropical Holdings came in life was not easy. We would grow sunflower
and sell it at Uganda Sh 30027 ($0.082) to Uganda Sh 400 ($0.11) per kilogram
to middle men. Ngetta Tropical Holdings came in, offered a high yielding variety of
sunflower seed (Agsun 8251 variety) in credit to cooperatives and signed a contract to
buy the sunflower at at Ush 1000 ($0.28) per kilogram28.
According to the Lira Hub coordinator, Ngetta Tropical Holdings are always at least Ush
200 above the other sunflower buyers in Lira. When Ngetta Tropical Holdings came in,
aggregated volumes rose from about 2,000 MT in 2015 to over 4,000MT in 2017 season
A, overshooting the agreed target of 3,000 MT with Ngetta Tropical Holdings. This was
attributable to assured source of seed and market. For Okwang Farmer’s cooperative,
due to an assured market, the farmers increased production more than tripled seasonal
production in one year. Production increased from 87MT in 2016 (Season A) to 644MT
in 2017 (season A and B). Farmers pride of increased income from sale of sunflower
produce with net margins of $129 per acre for sunflower (see Annex 1a on net margin
calculation). From the Annex, the total cost of producing one acre of sunflower is $158
for both fixed and variable cost which result to the cost of producing 1 kg of sunflower
as $0.15. The total revenue per acre when one kg is being sold at $ 0.28 per kg is $ 287
where an acre has produced 1,050 kg. The breakeven yield per acre for the sunflower
farmers in this case when all the costs are considered is 564kg.
Under MIVARF in Tanzania, farmers who adopted high yielding onions seed from
Hygrotech internationals has also benefited, with an increase in net income of $2839
per acre (See Annex 1a partial budget). The annex explains the partial budget which
is a planning and decision-making framework used to compare the costs and benefits
by a farm business. It focuses only on the changes in income and expenses that would
result from implementing a specific alternative. Thus, all aspects of farm profits that are
unchanged by the decision are safely ignored.
The partial budget has revealed whether the famers will be better off or worse off if she
adopts the new technology for hybrid on sunflower in VODP2 and onions in MIVARF.
27
28
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Exchange rate at Ush 3674 to the dollar
FGD with Farmers at Okwang Village. Saturday March 10, 2018

Figure 7: KOREMU/Murama Sector drying ground: Farmers shelling and grading the dried maize

Figure 8: KOPAMUJA/Jarama Sector warehouse. Farmers aggregating the maize to be sold to BABC

From calculation the change in net income for onions farmers is $ 2,839 and sunflower
farmers is $113.
FGD with LECOFANET farmers representatives revealed the hybrid seed on onions, which
cost a farmer $ 353 per acre, is producing 150 bags per acre compared to farmer’s seed
which produce about 100 bags.
Aggregation that helps reduce transaction costs for off-takers and post-harvest storage
facilitated through REACTS and collaborating IFPs to safeguard postharvest losses has
played a big role in enhancing incomes.
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REACTS’ recommendations on regional market requirements and results of joint review
meetings with IFAD resulted in construction of storage facilities implemented by IFPs.
Similar structures have been done in Tanzania under MIVARF. The infrastructure is key
to avoid postharvest losses and trade opportunities due to product quality issues. For
example, an interview with KOPAMUJA cooperative revealed how their LPO to supply
maize to Africa Improved Food (AIF) was cancelled because the grain could not meet
the required moisture content of 13.5%.
BABC also informed the consultant that, Africa Improved Food (AIF) which is one of
his main off takers, is currently not receiving maize from Rwanda because of high level
of aflatoxins. BABC stated, “if i can get a solution for aflatoxin and Fall Army Worm for
farmers, am ready to invest and sensitize the farmers through demonstrations to meet market
requirement”.

Attributing the impact to REACTS: Example from Lira
Farmers who are not part of the consortium are not enjoying similar economic
transformation. A visit to a farmer group in Ongicha ‘B’ village indicated that they get poor
quality seeds (sunfola), some of which fail to germinate totally. Some seeds on planting
produce as low as 3 bags instead of 8 to 10 bags of sunflower produce29. The seeds are
also more expensive, hard to get and one has to book early in advance. Apart from the
disadvantage of low germination rates, farmers in Ongicha ‘B’ face another challenge as
during the high season, the off taker for Ongicha ‘B’ buys sunflower for as low as Uganda
Sh 800 while Ngetta buys at Uganda Sh 1000 from Okwang farmers who are in the
consortium, showing a difference between the two sets of farmers in terms of sales
income.
Before and after comparison was done for farmers who are in a consortium (i.e Okwang
cooperative under Ngetta) and Ongicha ‘B’ not in any consortium and sell their produce
to brokers.

Table 5: Difference in Differences in Sunflower net incomes among
beneficiary and non-beneficiary farmers in Lira
Net income Before
(2014) per acre in
Uganda Sh

Net Income (2017)
per acre in Uganda
Sh

Difference
(Uganda Sh)

Farmers under consortium
(Okwang under Ngetta)

305,000

553,600

248,600

Farmers not under consortium
(Ongicha ‘B’)

305,000

430,000

125,000

Difference in differences
29

34

FGD with non-intervention farmers at Ongicha ‘B’ village Sat Mar 10. 2018

123,000

Figure 9: Denis Ondongo bought a motor/bike after growing sunflower

Table 5 indicates the positive impact of being in a consortium in terms of better incomes.
Thus, the farmers under the consortium benefit from stability in prices as they have
signed a contract as well as better seeds with germination rates of 95% and above.
As the harvesting season progresses, prices for farmers not in the consortium go up
as the product becomes scarce. Farmers not under the consortium could benefit more
if they preserved their product and waited for prices to go up, but they dispose their
sunflower immediately after harvest as they have no storage facilities and need the cash
immediately. Thus, being in the consortium is advantageous. The calculation indicates a
difference of Uganda Sh 123,000 for farmers under the consortium approach early in the
buying season.

Improvement in Social and Economic Status
As a result of the work of IFPs with REACTS support, there has been general decrease
in rural poverty with increased incomes and beneficiary farmers are enjoying benefits in
improved household nutrition, more household assets, better clothing, paying children
school fees, purchasing motorbikes (which translates to more income from the transport
trade), better houses improved with iron sheet roofs. Some have bought more cows and
oxen used for ploughing (also raising household income as more acres are ploughed and
the service is hired out). Interaction with farmers during an FGD with Okwang Farmers’
Cooperative under VODP 2 reviewed that some youth have bought motor cycles and
started ‘Boda boda’ trade, from proceeds of sunflower.
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Figure 10: Keren Alwendo and his son constructed a house after growing sunflower under Ngetta consortium

Farmer’s Testimonies of Impact
Farmers interviewed under Okwang cooperative gave testimonies regarding the socioeconomic changes and practices they have experienced as well as animals and household
assets. From the FGD, they all agreed that on average, they own 5 acres of land. Since
the project started, they have increased acreage under sunflower from an average of less
than 1 acre to 3 acres currently. They have improved on labour practices from hand hoe
to oxen plough.
Before I was using hand held hoe to dig. From the increased income as a result of the
project, I have bought two oxen and an ox plough which has resulted in more income for
my household’’ Koramino, Okwang sunflower Farmer, Lira
Ngetta gave us seeds on credit and my production and incomes have increased and I
have bought six cows. I have also bought iron sheets and I am constructing a house.
Unlike before, I am now smartly dressed and have bought a bicycle’’. Okambo, Okwang
sunflower farmer, Lira
Since I started getting seeds on credit and assured of market for my sunflower, I now
have enough money to send my children to school and I have bought 2 cows’’. Esther,
Okwang sunflower farmer, Lira
Farmers relate their increased production and profits to capacity building from service
providers as well as extension officers from Ngetta Tropical Holdings who have held
several trainings with them. From the training they are able to view farming as a business,
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make business plans, negotiate with off-taker for price, engage finance institutions for
credit among other practices that were previously lacking.
Half of the 17 members of the FGD at Okwang farmers testified to constructing a better
house and being in the process of moving from a grass thatched house, a fact also
observed during home visits.

Figure 11: Joel Obua outside his house with solar power

Impacts for Consortium partners
Other socio-economic impacts were felt by the off takers. Profits have been enhanced by
reduction in transaction costs brought about by the aggregation of produce. For instance
Sparkle foods, an offtaker based in Kenya who buys onions from Tanzania used to spend
7 days to aggregate onions but now only takes two days in the field, saving costs of
accommodation and daily truck hire charges. The key problem they used to have before
the project was dealing with farmers directly but now the farmer’s cooperative does that.
Before the consortium approach was introduced, it would take them seven days to fill a
truck but now it takes two days to and fro since the onions are aggregated. They are also
assured of volume, quality and timeliness. ‘When we started in 2015, we would import 20
tonnes of onions per month. Currently we are importing 20 to 40 tons a week. We have
no challenge of disposing the onions in Kenya and due to the increase in business, we have
opened 5 distribution stores in Kenya’. The offtaker has maintained a higher price than the
other brokers, buying at an average Tanzania Sh 150,000 ($65) to Tanzania Sh120,000
($53) per bag while brokers pay as little as Tanzania Sh 50,000 ($ 22) per bag.
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Financing institutions are also benefiting from increased business. Branch manager Karatu
Uchumi Commercial Bank confirmed 41 famers groups under LECOFANET consortia
(MIVARF) have opened accounts with the branch and 20 groups have accessed loan for
seeds, fertilizer and land preparation, with the group savings acting as the collateral.

Unexpected impacts
A lot of positive spill-over effects were noticed. In Lira Hub, bulking has been replicated
in 32 other non-project cooperatives, after learning from the 13 cooperatives supported
through VODP 2. There are also negative impacts. One of them is increased drunkenness/
alcoholism due to raised incomes accompanied by poor financial discipline among
farmers. These social issues need to be addressed if the higher incomes realized in the
community will result to socio-economic development.

2.2.5 Sustainability
RATING 5: Satisfactory- The score is determined by the fact that the project has
introduced the consortium model and the uptake has been successful across the three
countries. The model is a win-win for the various actors all of whom have interest in
its success. Government departments have shown interest in supporting the model
and championing its success. However, the consortia created need more mentoring
and more capacity building is needed especially to empower farmer cooperatives to
enhance their voice in the value chains on behalf of farmers.
Sustainability issues focus on the likelihood of continuation of net benefits from a
development intervention beyond the phase of external funding support. It also includes
an assessment of the likelihood that actual and anticipated results will be resilient to risks
beyond the project’s life
The project demonstrated technical sustainability through the integration of various
capacity building approaches, the capacity building of the consortia partners, and
development of linkages and with relevant line ministries. Many market opportunities have
opened up for farmers and donors are interested in supporting consortia. For instance,
AGRA has officially awarded US 1.39 million to scale up achievements of REACTS I in
Kenya, Uganda and Rwanda. MIVARF was awarded a 2-year extension period about $
200,000 to upscale REACTS consortia model to new areas. World vision approached
LECOFANET so that their supported farmer groups can be integrated to take advantage
of the LECOFANET consortium. In addition, world vision would provide capacity building
sessions30
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Partnerships that have been created and capacity building done for farmer institutions and other value chain actors such as market off-takers and local service
providers. REACTS has collaborated with local institutions (IFP SPs), government line ministries, as these institutions exist beyond the project life (REACT final
report)

Consortium sustainability is strengthened by the fact that everybody has their interest
considered. Consortium approach is based on building strong private sector relationships
based on trust between actors (input suppliers, farmers, lead firms, BDS providers and
public institutions) along the value chain which guarantees sustainability because of the
business opportunity for each actor. However, some sustainability aspects will depend
on whether IFAD integrates some of the REACTS successes into its programming in the
target countries since mentoring/hand holding of the new institutions created is still
needed and closer advocacy with governments.
With consortia formed and having started transacting business, sustainability of REACTS
interventions are hinged around the following;
a. IFAD projects already adopting and upscaling some of the REACTS innovation
b. Strong interest from other donors such as AGRA
c. Involvement of government line ministries for instance the network of champions
formed in Uganda
d. Capacity building done by REACTS and projects which is aimed at building strong
farmer capacities, that are business oriented and resilient to risks.
A second phase of REACTS would go a long way to oversee the consolidation of gains
made and strengthen the consortium approach to ensure sustainability.

2.2.6 Project Performance
RATING 5: Satisfactory - On average from the ratings for relevance, effectiveness,
efficiency, impacts and sustainability of benefits, the project performance is satisfactory,
and highly satisfactory on some criteria such as impact.
Averaging the different evaluation components indicate a satisfactory rating. The entire
project would have been highly satisfactory if it had more time and resources to follow
up activities conducted towards the end of the project and mentor the consortia more
towards maturity, disseminate knowledge products develop and sustain gains made.
This would have ensured maturity of institutions and their operations for instance farmer
cooperatives and the consortia in general, thus ensuring sustainability of impacts. REACTS
second phase would ensure more time for consortia to mature, enhance cross border
market linkages and implement the project in Burundi. REACTS competitive advantage as
a cross border convener is an asset in implementing the project due to it’s cross border
nature, compared to the single country nature of the IFPs. REACTS also has the advantage
of bringing other IFPs implementing in different countries together for cross learning.
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2.2.7 Other Evaluation Dimensions
2.2.7.1 Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
(Rating 4 - Moderately Satisfactory)
The evaluation attempted to assess the extent to which REACTS
interventions contributed to better gender equality and women’s
empowerment. For example, in terms of women’s access to and
ownership of assets, resources and services; participation in decision
making; work load balance and impact on women’s incomes, nutrition
and livelihoods.
It was noted that women are participating in leadership at the
grassroots farmer groups. In Okwang Farmer cooperative for instance,
the secretary and the treasurer are women, providing women with
executive leadership positions for decision making. AFRSAT also
indicated in a KII that during meetings, they require at least two
out of five leaders to be women. REACTS target beneficiaries when
disaggregated by gender indicated that of the 20,553 farmers, of which
6,165 were women (30%) were women. REACTS Project document
explicitly states that the project was initiated to support IFPs so as to
empower rural poor men and women as they work with in EAC region
to achieve higher incomes and improved food and nutrition security
through promoting innovative approaches for supporting small holder
farmers in the EAC to focus more on regional cross-border markets
and trade. The mention of men and women, women specifically in
the quality objective statement attests to the significance placed on
gender issues by REACTS.
All REACTS capacity building initiatives involved women, youth and
men. Service providers ensured training timing was gender sensitive,
for instance training sessions for farmers were planned to be held when
women were available, avoiding early mornings and late afternoons
when women attend to household chores.
However, there are some gender concerns. REACTS had no specific
budget for women empowerment and that needs to be considered in
future programming. Also, age seems to play a role as regards growing
and ownership of the high value crops. At the local (village) level,
whereas it was not a problem with older women engaging in growing
high value crops, it was noted that male youths plant value crops such
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KII with AFSAT respondents 12 March 2018
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as sunflower while female youth grow food crops like maize. As one respondent put it
‘sunflower is a man’s crop since there is money31. It is important to sensitize young women
on the need to own the high value crops too so that it is not a preserve of the young men.

2.2.7.2Innovation and scaling up
(Rating 6 -Highly Satisfactory)
The consortium approach is an innovative approach for rural poverty reduction and
is already being scaled up in some regions especially in Northern Uganda (by VODP)
and in Tanzania by (MIVARF) with limited REACT support. Some millers in Northern
Uganda have also expressed interest in forming their own consortia after observing the
success of REACTS32. Opportunities for scale up are also presenting through other donors
such as AGRA who have started collaborating with REACTS to scale up by leveraging
resources to fill pending gaps towards graduating farmers to be commercial oriented.
Other approaches that can be replicated for greater reach include the FBS model and
Trade Networking Platforms. The trained local ToTs and service providers provide a good
platform for replication of knowledge and skills far and wide. This is important since reach
has been limited. For instance, in Lira, 13 farmer cooperatives are in only three out of 13
districts in Otuke sub-county, thus need for scale up in the other ten districts.
Other innovations were the GIS/GPS technology that enabled mapping of markets and
value chain production areas to support decision making by value chain actors; joint
planning meetings between IFPs promoting cross learning and healthy competition, trade
networking platforms that link regional business people thus facilitating market access
and involvement of non-traditional partners and knowledge sharing for cross crosslearning and sustainability. The Application ‘Uza EAC’ mobile app is also an innovation
that if fully advertised can be very supportive for market linkages among cross border
traders.

2.2.7.3 Environment and natural resources management
(Rating 4 - Moderately Satisfactory)
The environment management and conservation aspect was not deliberately planned but
is inferred from REACTS work. For instance, LECOFANET promotes varieties that require
less fertilizers but have high yields, reducing use of fertilizers.
GIS mapping was done with the purpose of showing areas that were suitable for farming
specific commodities. MIVARF for instance used this knowledge to abandon maize
farming in Kagera.
REACT does not in any way contradict IFADs policies on environment and natural
resource management.
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KII with VODP staff in Lira, March 9, 2018

2.2.7.4 Adaptation to climate change
(Rating 4 - Moderately Satisfactory)
Some of the REACTS project interventions targeted semi-arid areas for instance in
Tharaka Nithi in Kenya where green grams are grown, being an adaptation measure for
farmers affected by climate change. The GIS mapping also served to show areas which
were suitable for specific agricultural commodities.
Cross border trade in itself contributes in reducing the negative impacts of climate
change by availing food stuffs to deficient areas in the East African region, thus becoming
an adaptation or risk reduction measure against famine through movement of food to
deficient areas which have been affected by climate change in the East African Region.

2.3 Implementation Process
2.3.1 Start-up and Key Assumptions
Key to note in REACTS implementation process are the assumptions made at inception,
namely that target groups had already reached a level of productivity with marketable
surplus. This assumption did not hold true as majority of smallholder farmers targeted
by IFPs were not producing enough surplus to directly take advantage of existing cross
border trade opportunities. The low production was as a result of lack of assured market,
and this can be shown by the steady increase in acreage and rise in production with the
introduction of business consortia.
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An example on production of sunflower in the Lira Hub. The acreage under sunflower and
ensuring production and aggregation has quadrupled since the project as shown in figure
1 and 2 below.
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Figure 12: Trend of Acreage under Sunflower in Lira Hub
Source: Lira Hub coordinators office
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The following graph shows the trend in the production of sunflower in Lira Hub
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Figure 13: Sunflower production for 1304 farmers in Lira Hub by season
Source: Lira Hub coordinator’s office

Another factor that complicated trading was lack of aggregation. Whatever was produced
was not stored in a central place but mostly kept at home for sale to willing buyers and
middlemen. Thus it was impossible to assess the volumes available, a key factor in
structured trade. Lack of aggregation also increased transaction costs. An onion off taker
from Kenya (Sparkle foods) mentions in a KII that they used to spend 7 days in Tanzania to
fill a truck of onions, an activity that currently takes two days with aggregation facilitated
through MIVARF. Due to lack of adequate volumes, in most cases REACTS concentrated
on national linkages first as a continuum to regional trade. With increased production as
evidenced from this assessment, a second phase of REACTS would be better positioned
to focus more on regional trade.
The second assumption was that IFPs had flexibility to easily revise their plans and budgets
to accommodate REACTS recommendations. However, this was not the case: for instance,
(a) UTaNRMP in Kenya did not have a budget allocated to marketing component, thus we
had to wait for Mid-term Review to officially request for budget re-allocation. In this case
REACTS had to employ its scarce resources to execute some of the activities, since buy-in
from IFPs and service providers took longer than earlier anticipated, especially at service
provider level. At first there were feelings of ‘competition’ but when the IFPs realized the
value add from REACTS especially thinking market first before production, they quickly
bought in.
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2.4 The KT Value Chain Development Model
The main implementation approach for REACTS was hinged on the consortium business
model, an approach for linking different value chain players to enhance the input output
services in value chains.
The consortium approach works by bringing together the value chain actors, bringing
together the different actors of the targeted value chains (farmers, input suppliers, offtakers, financial institutions, local government) and establishes linkages for inputs and
outputs with each member of the consortium standing to gain from the arrangement.
Leadership emerges from within the consortium but most likely the off-taker becomes
leader. According to one respondents, a neutral partner such as REACTS is required for
arbitration, as a consortium is about partnerships and business contracts which may not
be smooth sailing all through33.

How KTCA2VCD compares with other approaches
There are various business models used in value chains including;
i) Market intermediary model: The market intermediary model34 of social enterprise
provides services to its target population or “clients”, small producers including
individuals, firms or cooperatives, to help them access markets. Social enterprise
services add value to client-made products, typically these services include:
product development; production and marketing assistance; and credit. Just
like the off taker in KTCA2VCD, the market intermediary either purchases the
client-made products outright or takes them on consignment, and then sells
the products in high margin markets at a mark-up. However, KTCA2VCD model
has more actors and more functions, with different these services are normally
provided by different actors in a coordinated fashion, although one actor may
provide more than one service.
ii) Government Marketing Boards: In this case, a government can set up an
organization to carry out market research, promote sales and furnish information
on a product with a primary motive to stabilize producer prices. The board is
financed by a levy from the product sales. Such boards may stabilize and raise
average prices through the manipulation of commodity flows, with the objective
of maintaining reasonably high levels of demand in all markets at all times. This
approach is characteristic of marketing programs for fruits, vegetables, and nuts
in California35. KTCA2VCD model has no ability to stabilize or raise producer
prices since it cannot manipulate commodity flows.
iii) Contract farming: The KTCA2VCD model has aspects of the contract farming
model36 that involves a buyer contracting smallholder farmers or producers to
32
32
32
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Market intermediary model http://www.4lenses.org/setypology/mim
Marketing Board https://www.britannica.com/topic/marketing-board
Contract Farming model http://agtech.partneringforinnovation.org/resources/statics/2198/Contract +Farming+Model.pdf

directly source agricultural supply. The buyer organizes the supply chain from
the top, including collection and processing services, and provides critical inputs,
specifications, training, and credit to its suppliers. The farmer provides assured
volumes of crops of specified quality, on specified dates, at agreed-upon prices.
The model has high level supply chain control. In the case of KTCA2VCD, the
off-taker signs contracts with farmer cooperatives rather than individual farmers.
Some pros for contract farming shared with consortium approach include
technical assistance, extension and farmer oversight. Just like in the consortium
approach, there are cons in contract farming such as limited production control
and high risk of supply ruptures. Strong buyer competition is more in contract
farming than in the consortium approach, where the one buyer identified per
consortium is assured of the products as long as the consortium exists.
iv) Public-Private-Producer-Partnerships (4Ps) Model. This is a model that IFAD has
adopted to systematically do business with the private sector. The KT-CA2VCD
and IFAD’s 4Ps model have a lot of similarities because both models are hinged
on private sector involvement from one set of the project, have vigorous selection
process of partners, each partner has clear roles and responsibilities and it
involves continuous monitoring. The differences between the two models is that
KTCA2VCD, first invests a lot in understanding end markets, and the selection of
other partners (e.g financial institutions) to join the consortium is by consensus
between off-taker and producers.
v) Village Agent Model: Builds mutually beneficial relationships between farmer,
trader, processer, cooperative and other value chain actors. The Village Agent
Model follows a holistic approach because it tackles issues of inputs acquisitions,
agricultural finance, production and marketing. Like in the consortium model, the
village agent model offers incentives to actors in the agriculture sector to remain
engaged in the sector. The system works for all actors because: demand is created
for the input suppliers; farmers are willing to invest in improved technologies since
they are assured of output markets; due to increased production and productivity,
the village agents earn more commission as the volumes of output supplies to
local traders and exporters increase; and local traders and exporters are assured
of stable supply of quality commodities. KTCA2VCD resembles the Village agent
model in being holistic in nature in meeting farmer’s business needs including
access to quality inputs, markets, agricultural finance, extension among others on
a sustainable basis and with a focus on mutual benefits for stakeholders. However,
the village agent is a middleman and normally village based with limited capacity
to assure large group of farmers a sustainable market and ultimately adding to
the costs of the whole value chain
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Advantages of consortium approach (KTVCD model)
ÎÎ Farmers provided knowledge on markets, cropping calendars of most of the crops
in the region and they are able to calculate cost of production which help them
understand their marketing possibilities and thus increase farm income.
ÎÎ Enables farmers access input suppliers, credit suppliers and potential trading
partners
ÎÎ Creates a forum where buyers and sellers can meet and seal business deals
ÎÎ Empowers the farmers with negotiation and selling skills
ÎÎ Farmers jointly plan production depending on the available market, and
ÎÎ Farmers sign contracts with traders thus assured market for their products.
ÎÎ Enhances and balances farmer payments and linking with financiers37.
ÎÎ Once each partner understands the benefits of being in the consortium, they
play their role and the consortium becomes self-propelling as each actor realizes
benefits of being in the consortium.

Shortcomings of the Approach
ÎÎ Sometimes consortium partners for instance off-takers are unable to meet their
part of the contract due to low liquidity, affecting purchasing capacities and
making the farmers result to side selling.
ÎÎ The one-off taker arrangement can also result to possible monopoly, lowering
of quality of services provided to farmers and poor farmer prices. An example
given of was Ngetta Tropical Holdings in Lira which for two months could not pay
farmers due to liquidation issues during factory expansion phase.

How consortium Approach can be improved
ÎÎ Consortiums are driven by market and built on trust. The different actors need
adequate capacity building to develop adequate market knowledge, skills and
trust. They need adequate time to be mentored until they mature.
ÎÎ Facilitators such as REACTS need adequate time to build adequate capacities,
strengthen partnerships and strengthen so that when they leave, the consortium
can run on its own as behaviour change takes time.
ÎÎ Consortia members need frequent engagements in form of regular consortium
meetings to look at targets, feedback and a joint dashboard for partner for ease of
monitoring and feedback.
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ÎÎ It is noted that some off takers may not be financially able to meet the needs of
the producers especially at the beginning of the season, leading to side selling of
grains. Rampant side selling can defeat the objectives of the consortium. There is
need to address this by having financing arrangements for off-takers
ÎÎ There is need for seasonal synchronization of services by consortium members
to avoid missed opportunities for instance delays in loans affect land preparation
and farm inputs. This supports the earlier point on the need for frequent meetings
between consortia actors.
ÎÎ Build the capacity of different actors to be better negotiators so that there is fair
business practice
ÎÎ Government interventions may sometimes help to safeguard farmers from
exploitation for instance selling to brokers at low farm gate prices. However,
this is complicated in a free market environment. In a nutshell, the consortium
model works wonders at the beginning to empower farmers and other value
chain actors, but farmers will eventually need to strengthen their cooperatives
for maximum benefits as a strong, well-managed and transparent cooperative
can take over some functions of the consortium actors or operate at higher level
(regional/cross border), with more benefits to farmers.
In a nutshell, a consortium with one off taker on contract basis has advantages of ensuring
quality inputs such as seeds, enhancing and balancing farmer payments and linking with
financiers. Business relationships develop over time due to trust and understanding that
develops over the years. Such relationships can continue to provide long-term, profitable
opportunities to producers from season to season and provide benefits to both parties.
Low capacity of service providers and extension workers can result to poor results.
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2.5 Challenges, Lessons and Program Improvement
2.5.1 Challenges
REACTS experienced a number of challenges related to the initial buy in, consortium
management, duration among others as follows.
1

There was an initial feeling that REACTS was a competitor to then IFAD projects. The
buy-in took some time before the IFAD projects realized the value of REACTS input
into their projects and then they fully bought in into the idea.

2

Realignment of project activities by some IFAD projects specifically Upper Tana Project
took time since budgets had already been approved and had no market component.
This had to wait until mid-term of the projects for such approvals. For VODP 2, some
requests to support oil palm component in Kalangala could not happen since the
project was winding up and budget limitations.

3

Political instability in Burundi hindered start up and implementation of REACTS in
that country yet it was to be covered as per the original design.

4

The time period was very short for REACTS implementation and consortia felt more
time was required for them to stand on their own. Some activities that took place
towards the end were not brought to conclusion for instance awareness creation of
knowledge products.

5

From the many value chains that IFAD projects are working on, REACTS concentrated
on just a few value chains due to limited resources. Also, the interventions were
only for a few groups due to the time available to REACTS for instance the project
only covered Lira and West Nile in Uganda, which is only half (50%) of the VODP 2
coverage area.

6

REACTS had very few personnel on the ground. Although very effective, more staff
with supervisors are needed to accompany the farmers in different regions

7

Knowledge products have not been as widely distributed since REACTS relied on
IFAD partners who have a lot of other engagements, inadequate advertising and also
the fact that technology which may not be accessible to all. The knowledge products
also require to be translated into local languages e.g. Swahili, Kinyarwanda, for more
local consumption

8

Cess tax in Tanzania reduces incomes for traders and farmers, while export bans in
Tanzania though short lived can have an effect on cross border partner confidence in
investing in the trade.

Some challenges related to consortia members that have some effect in REACTS impact
include:
1
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Off-takers: Sometimes consortium members (off takers) lack adequate resources to
purchase farmers products and that can erode the confidence or trust farmers had in
the consortium.

2

Financial institutions: Despite involvement of financing institutions, getting loans
is still a challenge for farmers as the process takes too long and some groups do
not have loan access requirements. Loan availability and farming seasons are not
synchronized

3

Skill building for farmers: ToTs though trained had lower qualifications and skill level
in agronomy and agribusiness. Resource shortage could not allow adequate follow up
or direct engagement with farmers by service providers and REACT staff.

4

Input providers: Although input providers provided quality seeds, they lacked other
inputs for instance pesticides to control pests and diseases such Fall Army Worm.

5

Farmers: Cases were noted where rapid increase in disposable cash from farming has
brought about social issues such as increased drunkenness and moral decadence,
mainly brought about by lack of financial discipline among the farmers. Increase
in incomes may not result in socio-economic development where there is lack of
financial discipline

2.5.2 Lessons Learnt
What has worked and why
1.

Consortium formation was a good model that worked, especially due to the fact that
each consortium member had an interest to improve their profits.

2. Sharing meeting every six months by IFPs enhanced linkages and cross learning
between projects, a practice that was not there before.
3. Trade networking platforms such as business to business and other stakeholder
meetings facilitated trade deals with birth of trading structures like LECOFANET.
4. Making private sector the anchor in fronting business cases for instance off
taker being the convener in the consortium of has been good practice to ensure
sustainability purposes after the projects end.
5. The nature of REACTS as a cross border capacity building project added value to
the existing national IFAD projects by bringing in cross order marketing aspects that
national projects had no mandate to.

What did not work and why
1.

The rapport between IFAD funded programs and REACTS was difficult to establish
at first and some partnerships took long to take off. However, the collaboration took
off after the IFAD programmes realized the value of what REACTS was bringing on
the table.

2. REACTS did capacity building at ToT level and the ToTs trickled the knowledge and
skills down to the farmers. Adequate supervision at farmer level was hampered by
inadequate staff at REACTS level.
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3. In some regions there was inadequate support by some government officers
especially District Cooperative Officers. This includes providing advice as to how
a cooperative should operate, support to farmer groups and regularly monitoring
group activities
4. REACTS’s time was too short and resources were not adequate given its scope and
importance. Some of the Consortia have been in business for barely 3 seasons and
before they matured and stood on their own, the project was over.
5. Some consortium partners such as financing institutions take too long to provide
the required support to farmers due to lengthy procedures in appraisals leaving
the farmers frustrated as planting seasons passed without the expected support
forthcoming. Dome farmers interviewed said they had given up due to the lengthy
and bureaucratic process38.
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FGD with Okwang Farmer’s Cooperative March 10, 2018
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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3.1 IFAD programming
1.

IFAD programming will need more market focus from the design stage so that
production is driven by markets rather than vice versa. This calls for more capacity
building for small holder farmers to be adapt the ‘farming as a business’ approach.

2. Cross border capacity enhancement projects such as REACTS are needed to support
IFAD programming. They add value especially in lobbying and linkages which are
cross border in nature, as IFAD funded programmes are more country focused.
3. There is need for prioritization of value chains by IFAD projects for greater impact.
There is need to scale up the marketing component to other non-staple value chains
such as poultry and milk and spread to other areas of the East Africa region including
Burundi which was abandoned in the early stages of the project due to political strife
and insecurity.
4. Market oriented projects such as REACTS will need adequate time, about 5 to 10
years to reach more beneficiaries and produce impact since development takes
time. For instance, the cross-border markets component did not take off fully due
to time constraints on part of REACTS while farmers felt they needed more direct
engagements with REACTS staff. REACTS reach should also be enhanced in all
districts.
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3.2 REACTS Program
1.

With the impacts, its work clear, REACTS needs to scale up its work to reach more
beneficiaries and more value chains including service providers for more impact. The
knowledge products need to be disseminated widely for more impact.

2. REACTS should use its cross-border convening advantage in future REACTS
programming to focus more on cross border market component and linkages
especially by organizing more business to business meetings to facilitate trade deals.
3. Phase 2 of REACTS should facilitate IFPs set up pilot consortia in new areas and
enhancing reach and use of its knowledge management and learning products by
advertising and widely disseminating the products using technology, more capacity
building for service providers and cross learning visits. This is especially the farmer’s
cooperatives who can do more to empower small holder farmers if fully strengthened
and developed as organizations.
4. On a similar vein, REACTS can enhance efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge
materials by translating them to local languages to reach more farmers, using different
media.
5. There is need for future REACTS programming to pay more attention to access to
finance especially at off taker and farmer level. Finance access at the off taker and
also at the farmer level is still low as are business skills among farmers especially on
requirements to access finance.
6. There is need for involvement of youth in value chain business to take advantage of
the big numbers of youth who are currently unoccupied, to take advantage of the
demographic dividend potential.
7. REACTS needs to undertake more policy advocacy and recruit more champions in
the East African government using lessons learnt from Uganda, to streamline regional
cross border market business. There is need to identify what needs to change and set
up policy development and progression monitoring mechanisms.
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CONCLUSIONS
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REACTS has achieved its purpose of supporting IFPs and their work in the
EAC region to empower rural small holder farmers made up of poor men and
women to achieve higher incomes and improve food and nutrition security
through promoting innovative approaches by focusing on regional crossborder markets and trade. In this regard, through REACTS facilitation, six
IFPs PASP, VODP, MIVARF, UTaNRMP, SDCP, MUVI have provided budgets
to support REACTS interventions with five establishing consortia to enhance
input output market access interventions. However, access to cross border
markets has been limited by the fact that target groups had not already
reached a level of productivity with marketable surplus to directly take
advantage of existing cross border trade opportunities.

IFAD funded projects still require REACTS and cannot organically integrate the REACTS
activities since the approach is very specific and according to the VODP 2 manager ‘we
are still learning it and we need an outsider to help us’. The following conclusions are
made.
Relevance: REACTs was both relevant and appropriate for the IFAD funded projects
in the East African region. REACTS has been instrumental in supporting existing IFAD
projects re align and added value to the projects by strengthening the market component,
emphasizing on farming as a business. As a cross border entity, REACTS acted as a
convener adding value to IFAD funded projects which are country specific by introducing
a regional or cross border component and linking them together for cross learning.
Effectiveness: REACTS high level technical expertise has been demonstrated in the
satisfactory achievement of both outcomes and output results. There has been change
in access to input and output markets with regard to farm inputs, finance, agribusiness
skills, productivity and market access, with an overall increase in incomes and asset
acquisition for small holder farmers and profits for other players in the targeted areas.
Trade networking platforms and cross border visits are important components in a
marketing program and are very effective is facilitating and fast-tracking trade deals by
persons or institutions from different countries. However, service providers in capacity
building need to consider monitoring follow –ups to ensure trained ToTS are delivering
properly as expected, given their initial capacities in the agriculture sector especially with
farming as a business
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Efficiency: There is evidence of increased incomes for small holder farmers in terms of net
and gross margins. There is also evidence of decreased transaction costs by the off-takers
brought about by aggregation of produce. The Project was also completed in time and the
funds were utilized 100%, with planned activities initiated and executed to their logical
conclusion as per the schedule of activities. Some targets were over achieved using the
same amount of resources which is good value for money. REACTS and IFAD projects
have built capacity of thousands of farmers through service providers and TOT approach.
Sustainability: REACTS results will be sustained especially since the consortium
approach, being private sector led is a win-win model where all the consortium partners
want it to succeed. Governments are also interested in aligning the approach in their
priorities and policies. Capacity of partner organizations have been built and the staff and
institutional capacities required. Some development partner organizations such as AGRA
have committed to support REACTS in upscaling some of its aspects. Government
ministries have also shown interest in up-scaling REACTS achievements.
Impact: Despite the short time it has been in operation, the REACTS project has greatly
impacted on small holder farmers in terms of increased household income, household
assets, food security, children education, agricultural production among others. The
project has also benefited input suppliers, off takers, financial services through the
consortium model that has been largely embraced by all. The model is being scaled up
using other resources by the IFAD projects for several value chains. The consortium
approach is a best practice and needs to be adopted and scaled up in all projects that aim
to assist farmers.
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Annex 1: REACTS Areas of Operation
Country

IFAD funded Project (IFP)

Value
Chain

Region/county/district

Kenya

Upper Tana Catchment
Natural Resources
Management Project

Green
gram

Tharaka Nithi County: Tharaka North and Tharaka South
Sub-counties

Smallholder Dairy
Commercialization
Programme.

Dairy

Nakuru County: Rongai, Molo,Nakuru West, Bahati
and Subukia sub-county

Rwanda

Climate Resilient Post-Harvest
and Agribusiness Support
Project (PASP)

Maize,
Beans

Districts of Kirehe, Nyagatre, Gatsibo, Kayonza, Ngoma,
Muhanga, Ruhango and Kamonyi

Tanzania

Marketing Infrastructure,
Value Addition and Rural
Finance Support Program
(MIRVAF).

Rice,
Cassava,
Maize,
Onions and
Garlic

Kigoma region (Districts of Kibondo, Kakonko and Kasulu)

Nyandarua County: Nyahururu sub-county

Mwanza region (Kwimba, Magu, Sengerema)
Shinyanga region (Shinyanga Rural, Msalala, Kahama)
Ruvuma region (Songea Rural district)
Arusha region (Karatu district)
Manyara region (Mbulu district)

Uganda

Rural Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprise Support
Programme (MUVI)

Maize

Ruvuma region (Songea Rural district)

Vegetable Oil Development
Project – Phase 2

Sunflower

North: Lira, Oyam, Kole, Alebtong, Apac, Otuke, Dokolo,
Agago, Pader
West Nile: Arua, Nebbi, Zombo, Pakwach, Maracha,
Koboko, Moyo, Yumbe
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Annex 2: REACTS Areas of Operation
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Annex 3: Terms of References of the evaluation
The consultant will support Kilimo Trust to assess the following aspects of the
REACTS Project:
a) Relevance: Assess the extent to which the REACTS Project interventions met the
needs of the targeted partners and beneficiaries.
i)

Were the project activities and interventions relevant and appropriate?

a) Efficiency – Evaluate the relationship between the quantity, quality, and timeliness
of program inputs as related to outputs and outcomes.
i)

Were all program activities implemented as planned? In cases of deviation
from the original plans, what were the reasons for deviation?

ii) How did the project perform in terms of timeliness and cost efficiency? Was
the project cost effective? What was the value for money?
a) Effectiveness: Measure the outputs and outcomes generated by the program to
date in relation to the stated goals, objectives and desired results. In particular,
the evaluation will assess the effects of the project in relation to assessing the
expected outcomes.
i)

What are the key project outputs and outcomes, and to what extent did the
project activities contribute the outcome and the desired impact?

ii) What is the effectiveness of project activities to the targeted beneficiaries?
Which activities were most useful?
iii) What are the beneficiary’s experiences and perspective regarding program
effectiveness?
iv) Did REACTS make a difference to the SHFs targeted by IFAD funded projects
economic lives? Also what was the impact of the REACTS grant on IFAD
projects including any spill-over effects therein. What is the impact of the
project on the livelihoods of the target beneficiaries? quantify the impact and
outcome as much as possible
v) To what extent did external factors influence the outputs and outcome of the
project?
a) Impact: what was the impact of the project on the project beneficiaries?
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i)

To what extent is the project contributing to a long-term positive effect
on people and nature? How the work of IFAD and Kilimo Trust making a
difference?

b) Implementation processes: Assess the process and quality of implementation
during project lifespan and highlight ways of improvement.
i)

How was the process of implementation working, including forming of
business consortia, capacity building interventions, Market linkages and
development and usage of REACTS knowledge products and others?

ii) To what extend did the IFAD Loan Funded projects re-orient their projects to
address cross border markets?
c) Learning on best practices and program improvement: Capture key successes,
best practices, lessons learnt, implementation challenges, constraints, strengths
and weaknesses, and provide recommendations for improvement.
i)

What are the notable achievements, challenges, best practices and lessons
learnt from the programs? Explanation of “what has worked” at outcome
and impact level, and why the “what works” cannot be up-taken/integrated
organically and scaled up by the IFAD loan projects. This is the basis for the
next project phase.

ii) What could be done differently to enhance effectiveness, efficiency and
learning?
iii) What is the state of the M&E systems, design and capacity of the project, and
are there recommendations for improvement?
iv) How can REACTS do things better in the future, for future programming or
replication?
v) Document most significant change stories to demonstrate transformation of
lives.
d) Review of Kilimo Trust Consortium Approach to value Chain Development
(KTCA2VCD) Model addressing end-to end market linkages among value chain
actors:
i)

How relevant was the model? How is it comparable to other models in the
region?

ii) What are the key lessons of the model?
iii) What challenges were experienced with the model?
iv) What improvements will make the consortium model more effective as a
value chain development approach?
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Annex 4: Cost benefit Analysis
Consortium Model Increases Farmers’ Net Income in Onion and Sunflower with
Quality Seed Variety
In all IFPs in the region the consortium approach was solving the challenges of market
access, credit access and farm input accessibility especially quality seed.
LECOFANET consortium in Karatu District Tanzania under the MIVARF project has
Hygrotech International (for fertilisers, seed and agro-chemicals) as one of the partners.
Hygrotech supplied to the farmers 1.5 kg of onion seed variety at $ 353. The seeds cost
was higher than what the farmers are used to, which cost $221 per acre (local seed). An
FGD with LECOFANET farmers representatives revealed the hybrid seed is producing 150
bags per acre compared to farmer’s seed which produce about 100 bags.
In Greater North United Consortium in Uganda, Ngetta Tropical Holdings (off taker)
provided improved sunflower seed (Agsun 8251 from South Africa), which yield about
15 bags of 70 kg per acre, through credit arrangement at $13.6 per kg. Farmers have been
planting other sunflower varieties seed which yield about 12 bags of 70 kg per acre and
pays $9.6 per kg and an acre require 2kg. Ngetta signed a contract with the cooperatives
at a price of $ 0.27 per kg to be paid from harvest from farmers who were supplied with
Agsun 8251 sunflower seed variety. For onions the price was $66.3 per bag after holding
for a period of one month and $35 immediately after harvest.
The change in net income for farmers who have adopted the new technology of high
yielding seed variety has been analyzed using partial budget.
Partial budgeting is a simple tool that provides the framework for the calculations
needed to answer the question “Whether the farmer will be better off if he adopted the
technology?”
The partial budget only looked at the production costs and returns that vary between the
farmer’s current production practices and when using the new seed variety. It allows us to
assess the impact of a change in the production system on a farmer’s net income without
knowing all his costs of production.
The evaluation team considered the four essential questions in a systematic way to
compare the benefits and costs of any proposed change.
ÎÎ What new or additional costs will be incurred?
ÎÎ What current income will be lost or reduced?
ÎÎ What new or additional income will be received?
ÎÎ What current costs will be reduced or eliminated?
From calculation the change in net income for onions farmers is $ 2,839 and sunflower
farmers is $129. Below is the partial budget for introduction of Hybrid onion seeds
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Partial budget Analysis for introduction of Hybrid onion Seeds Technology in an
acre (LECOFANET Tanzania).
Proposed changes in an acre
Additional Costs
Description

Additional Income
Number
of units

Price ($)/
Unit

Total ($)

1

-

353

Grading cost
per bag

150

0.2

33

Storage cost
per bag for two
months

150

6.6

994

Hygrotech
onions seed for
an acre

Total Additional
costs

1,381

Reduced
Income
Description

Description

Number
of units

Price ($)/
unit

Total

150

66.3

9,943

Yields of
onions in
bags per
acre

Total additional Income

9,943

Reduced
Cost
Number
of units

Price

100

66

Yields of onions
in bags per acre

Description

6,628

Number
of units

Price

Total

-

221

Farmers
seed
Grading cost
per bag

100

0.2

22

Storage cost
per bag

100

6.6

663

Total reduced Income

6,628

Total reduced costs

Total additional costs and reduced income

8,009

Total additional income and reduced
costs

10,848

Change in Net income Positive/Loss

2,839
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Annex 4 b. Cost of Production in one acre of Sunflower - Lira
Cost of Production per acre
Item

Unit

Price per unit

Quantity

Total ($)

Gross output (Kgs)

Kgs

0

1050

287

I kg

14

1

14

1 bag of 50kg

41

1

41

VARIABLE COSTS
Seeds (Agsun 8251)
Insecticide
Fungicides
Fertilizer
1) DAP
2) CAN

-

Manure

-

Labour Costs

-

Ploughing (Primary)

Oxen plough/acre

14

1

14

Ploughing (Secondary)

Oxen plough/acre

14

1

14

Planting (Digging holes)

Man Days

1

2

2

Planting (Planting)

Man Days

1

4

4

Weeding

Man Days

1

6

8

Chasing Birds for 20 days
equivalent to 10 man days

Man Days

1

10

11

Fertilizer transport

I bag

1

1

1

Harvesting

Man days

1

4

5

Threshing at $ 0.05 per bag

Man Days

1

4

5

Transport

Man Days

1

15

8

Bags

bags

0

15

4

Total Variable Costs

132

Gross Margins

154

Fixed Cost
Taurpaulin used for 8 seasons

1

13.6

1.7

Interest on TVC (Farmers
Investments at 18%)

23.8

Total Fixed cost

25.5

Total Cost

158

Net income

129
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Annex 5: Case Studies
a) Case of BABC
The power of hand-holding and regional market information to off-takers – Case of
Bugesera Agri-Business Company Ltd (BABC)
Headline (Note: the title of
the story should indicate the
theme and country)

Market linkages Unlock Credit accessibility for Kopamuja Cooperative farmers in Rwanda:
Case of Eric Ndayisaba from Jarama sector, Ngoma District, Rwanda.

Insert the IFAD project/
programme name

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples Project and Climate Resilient Postharvest and Agri-business Support Project (PASP)

Insert the city/town/village and
country

Jarama (village/Sector), Ngoma (District), Rwanda

20 March 2018
Date
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The story was collected in the context of the REACTS project impact assessment, which
was conducted from March 8 to 22 March 2018

Insert text (max 800 words):
799 words

Erick Ndayisaba belongs to Kopamuja cooperative which has 442 members (356 Male:
86 Female) was planting cassava, maize and beans all mixed within his ¼ ha farm. He was
planting the local maize seed and without fertilizer where he would harvest just enough for
domestic use. Erick like any other farmer in the cooperative was having challenges of access
farm inputs, credit and market for his produce.
REACTS introduced KT Consortia Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2VCD)
model which links different value chain players led by private sector i.e. Rwanda Cereals
and Pulses (RCP) Consortium. The consortium brought together value chain actors (input
suppliers, offtakers, finance institutions, service provides) with specific roles to enhance
market access and production. Bugesera Agri-Business Company Limited (BABC Ltd) is a
private company which is the main offtaker of cereals and pulses in RCP Consortium as a
Lead firm.
BABC signed contracts with 27 cooperatives in Rwanda to supply maize and secured a loan
for farmers to get fertilizer and seeds through tripartite contract with KCB, cooperatives,
Yara, and Pannar Seed Ltd.
BABC end-markets include Africa Improved Foods (AIF) - the leading processor in the
country and one of major suppliers of high quality blended fortified flour in EAC region
(the company supplies 80% their products to WFP which distributes to different refugee
camps in Africa).
Mr Christopher Kanyandekwa, the Managing Director BABC says maize is a new
enterprise which has a future in Rwanda but he foresees the challenge of Fall Army Worm
and aflatoxin level in maize grain putting him off the market.
Through RCP, Eric received training on farming as business and good post-harvest handling
and started to plant maize as pure stand (season A) and rotated with beans (season B).
In 2016 season A, he received the farm inputs (fertilizer and certified seed maize) through
the cooperative and the yield of maize increased from 3 bags to 8 bags in his ¼ ha.
In 2017, the assurance of the market through BABC made Eric to acquire a loan of Rwf
300,000 from Jarama SACCO for farming and school fees using the land as collateral. Eric
has two children in school with total requirement for school fees of 242,500 per semester,
one is schooling at Rusumo high school and the other is at Ecole Agro-Veterinary College.
An interview with Kopamuja cooperative farmers asserted they received training through
the consortium on contract farming, keeping records, good agricultural practices, enterprise
mix and importance of group accounts and available loan packages in banks/MFI. The
members said 350 farmers have opened bank accounts and some are acquiring credit.
Mr Gisagara Emmannuel, the Ag operation manager PASP Project affirmed, REACTS
training has resulted in contract farming and linkage of farmers to financial institutions as
they can access small loans from SACCOs. In terms of cross border linkages model which
the Ag operation manager said REACTs scored highly, he affirmed Trade Link International
Ltd has the same model but the charges are extremely high per linkage ($ 600).
Mr. Aimable Ntukanyangwe, IFAD Programme Coordinator Rwanda said the introduction
of KT-CA2VCD model coupled with cross border linkages was a “good opportunity to learn
new ways of doing business and there is need for follow up on replication”. He said REACTs
had inadequate fund and short period but had big impact in terms of linking farmers to
market where he affirmed the REACTS implementation period would have been aligned
with IFAD program.

Insert the first and last name
of all the people quoted in
the story and their job title
and institutional affiliation, or
occupation and name of village.

1.

Aimable Ntukanyangwe Rwanda IFAD programme Coordinator

2.

Christopher Kanyandekwa BABC MD

3.

Gisagara Emmannuel, PASP Ag operation manager.
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Insert any key words (related
to IFAD topics or programmes
such as climate change,
gender, youth, rural finance,
land, Indigenous Peoples,
remittances etc.):

ÎÎ

Market linkages

ÎÎ

Cross border Trade

ÎÎ

Capacity building

ÎÎ

Knowledge management

Include key programme/project
facts

ÎÎ

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples (REACTS)

ÎÎ

Total Project cost (actual): US$ 1,350,741 (against planned US$ 1,217,772)

ÎÎ

IFAD Grant: US$ 920,000

ÎÎ

Duration: 2014-2017

ÎÎ

EAC region

ÎÎ

Directly benefiting: 33,982 (against the target of 15,000)

ÎÎ

Status: Completed

Insert your name, title and
email (how we can best reach
you)

Godfrey Ndirangu, Mr,Consultant: gmndirangu@gmail.com

Insert the photographers first
and last name and email.

Godfrey Ndirangu, gmndirangu@gmail.com

Provide contact name(s) for
further information – the CPM
and/or project coordinator
– along with their job title,
address, phone number
[optional] and e-mail

Mr. Aimable Ntukanyangwe; Rwanda IFAD Programme Officer; a.ntukanyagwe@ifad.org

Include useful links (to date,
most stories have provided
about four or five links), and
check web addresses to ensure
they are correct

REACTS portal (https://www.kilimotrust.org/reacts/) provides more online information
and knowledge generated during REACTS project implementation
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Mwatima Juma, Senior Country Programme Officer, ESA
m.juma@ifad.org
Patrick Muganga, Ag. Team Leader – REACTS project: pmuganga@kilimotrust.org

b) Case of Selina H. Ama - Karatu
Headline (Note:
the title of the story
should indicate the
theme and country)

Market linkages changes the life of Selina H. Ama from Mangola Karatu, Tanzania from a farm
labourer to self-employment, through LECOFANET consortium

Insert the IFAD
project/programme
name

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples Project (REACTS)and Marketing Infrastructure,
Value Addition and Rural Finance Support Programme (MIVARF)

Insert the city/town/
village and country

Mbuyuni Mangola (village), Karatu (District), United Republic of Tanzania

Date

The story was collected in the context of the REACTS project impact evaluation, which was conducted
from March 8 to 22 March 2018

Insert text (max 800
words):

Selina who is now settled in Mangola Karatu District Tanzania was born in Mbulu neighboring district
but came to Mangola in 2011 (Mangola is part of semi-arid lands region in Karatu). She was hosted
by his brother up to 2013 before she started renting her own house. She would provide labour in other
farms but in 2014/15 she started renting land. She planted rice and onion and was able to save some
good amount of cash, paying 50% towards, purchasing a plot worth Tsh 1,500,000.

799 words

Through LECOFANET she has received training on farming as business and good post-harvest handling.
Selina is a chair lady of Mbuyuni Self Help Group which is one of the 41 groups making the LECOFANET.
REACTS introduced KT Consortia Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2VCD) model which
links different value chain players led by private sector i.e. LECOFANET
Lake Eyasi Commercial Farmers network (LECOFANET) is a Consortium led by Sparkle Foods Exporters
(SFE), a Kenyan onion importing company, (with a demand of 20MT/week) that integrates over 1,500
onion farmers (organized in 41 producer/supplier groups in Lake Eyasi basin) from Karatu district, Arusha
region in Tanzania under the MIVARF project. Other members of the consortium include Hygrotech
International (for fertilisers, seed and agro-chemicals), NMB Bank and Uchumi commercial Bank (UCB)
as providers of financial services. LECOFANET has 1400 members from (40% women and 60% men).
The Branch Manager of Karatu Uchumi Commercial Bank said during the interview that his branch has
been involved in sensitization of farmers on importance of group accounts, available loan packages and
requirements through the LECOFANET. According to him groups have opened accounts and so many
farmers have acquired and repaid loans in individual capacity guaranteed by the group members.
In the words of Leonard Muhoni, the MIVARF Programme Officer for Tanzania: “The IFPs previously had
a model where farmers were pushing the product to the market unlike the consortia model where traders
are pulling products to the market and farmers produce according to the market requirement, removing
the burden of markets from the farmers to the off takers.” He also pointed high cost of production
where labour contributed to 22% and also access to quality seed as key challenge in production and
appreciated how REACTS projects linked onion farmers from Karatu through LECOFANET consortium
and rice farmers from Mwanza and Shinyanga regions through Sengerema Rice consortium to access
quality seed.
In 2016 Selina got a loan of Tsh0.8 m and invested in 0.25 of an acre during the main season which
is planted in July/August. She planted the Hybrid onion seeds supplied by Hygrotech International
(partner/input supply in LECOFANET consortium) and harvested 40 bags (she would normally produce
25 bags using seed sourced locally). Selina sold 20 bags at farm gate price of Tsh 80,000 per bag in
October and repaid the loan. As a result of the training received through LECOFANET, Selina stored the
remaining 20 bags at a fee for two months. Selina was able to sell the onions at Tsh150,000 per bag
(87% higher) and made Tsh 3m. From this money she completed payment of the plot, constructed
a house and increased the size of land from 0.25 acre to 0.5 acre. Currently Selina has brought her
children from Mbulu and she has opened a business of selling “half cakes” at Mbuyuni shopping centre
operated by her daughter Lydia Mathe. Selina is now settled in her home with relatively stable income
and is food secure.
As result of REACTS project, the consortiums have brought together value chain actors (input
suppliers, offtakers, finance institutions, service provides) with specific roles to enhance market access
and production. The model when compared with other approaches such as spot buying is greatly
advantageous to all the actors – farmers, off takers, input suppliers, financiers and as Director Sparkle
foods Kenya put, is self-propelling once it takes off as everybody gains.
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Insert the first and last
name of all the people
quoted in the story
and their job title and
institutional affiliation,
or occupation and
name of village.

1.

Israel Muani Uchumi Bank, Karatu Branch

2.

Rose Nzyoka, Director Sparkle foods

3.

Leonard Muhoni, MIVARF Programme Officer Arusha

4.

Riziki-Irrigation engineer Karatu District

Insert any key words
(related to IFAD topics
or programmes such
as climate change,
gender, youth,
rural finance, land,
Indigenous Peoples,
remittances etc.):

Market linkages

Include key
programme/project
facts

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples (REACTS)

Cross border Trade
Capacity building
Knowledge management

Total Project cost (actual): US$ 1,350,741 (against planned US$ 1,217,772)
IFAD Grant: US$ 920,000
Duration: 2014-2017
EAC region
Directly benefiting: 33,982 (against the target of 15,000)
Status: Completed

Insert your name, title
and email (how we
can best reach you)

Godfrey Ndirangu Mr, Consultant, gmndirangu@gmail.com

Insert the
photographers first
and last name and
email.

Godfrey Ndirangu. Gmndirangu@gmail.com

Provide contact
name(s) for further
information – the
CPM and/or project
coordinator – along
with their job title,
address, phone
number [optional] and
e-mail

Mwatima Juma, Senior Country Programme Officer, ESA

Include useful links
(to date, most stories
have provided about
four or five links), and
check web addresses
to ensure they are
correct

REACTS portal (https://www.kilimotrust.org/reacts/) provides more online information and
knowledge generated during REACTS project implementation
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m.juma@ifad.org
Patrick Muganga, Ag. Team Leader – REACTS project: pmuganga@kilimotrust.org
Leonard Muhoni, MIVARF Programme Officer -Arusha

a) Case of Joel Obua - Lira
Headline (Note:
the title of the story
should indicate
the theme and
country)

Opportunities for sunflower production and marketing transforms the life of a youthful Leader, Joel
Obua in Lira, Uganda.

Insert the IFAD
project/programme
name

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples Project (REACTS) and Vegetable Oil Development
Project – Phase 2 (VODP 2)

Insert the city/
town/village and
country

Okwang (village), Lira sub-county, District), Uganda

Date

The story was collected in the context of the REACTS project impact evaluation, which was conducted
from March 8 to 22 March 2018
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a) Case of Joel Obua - Lira - Continued
Insert text (max
800 words):
790 words

Joel Obua (31) was born in Okwang village in Lira sub county, Northern Uganda and grew up in poverty
at a time that their home region was at the center of the prolonged guerilla war raged between rebels
and government. However, his underprivileged past has not hindered his resolve to succeed. At his
young age he is rich by the local standards and has gained the confidence of the local community to
lead them as the chairman of the Okwang Sunflower Farmer’s Cooperative operating in Lira. ‘I used
to grow maize, soya and some sunflower seed using the broadcast method. Production was low and I
could hardly feed my family’, Joel starts off reflecting on his past farming practices.
Joel says ‘before 2015 I used to get only Ush 500,000 (USD135) from sunflower sales and used to
stay in a mud walled, grass thatched house but in 2017, I was able to get Ush 13 million (USD3510)
from sunflower sales. From the money I have built a permanent house where I currently live in, which is
cemented, painted and has a new sofa set worth Ush800,000 (USD 216), solar power and Television
set. I have also bought a motorbike and I comfortably pay school fees for my two children who are in
boarding school and I am also paying for my brother’s fees at Makerere university’. A father of four,
his two other younger children also face a bright future. Joel grows sunflower on 28 acres of land, and
is planning to expand the farming to 40 acres next year. He says, ‘there is free money in sunflower
compared to rice as the cost of production in sunflower is quite low’.
Joel was one of the leaders who received training from REACTS project. He says the training would take
place 2 to 3 hours, twice a month and they were trained for one year.
Funded by IFAD to support IFAD Funded Projects on the market access strengthening part of
programming, REACTS has worked closely with VODP 2, a government project funded by IFAD which
is implementing sunflower and soya value chains in Lira Hub and West Nile in Northern Uganda.
According to Connie Masaba, VODP 2 Project Manager, REACTS has helped VODP 2 focus farmers to
‘think market’ first then production.
REACTS introduced KT Consortia Approach to Value Chain Development (KT-CA2VCD) model which
links different value chain players among them farmer’s cooperatives, offtakers, input suppliers, service
providers and financial institutions. Joel was among the founder members of the Okwang cooperative
which they started as 20 members in 2016. It has now grown to a membership of 902 out of whom
208 are women. The secretary and the treasurer positions are both occupied by the female gender, a
good sign that the Okwang community entrusts women with leadership.
REACTS linked the cooperative with Ngetta Tropical Holdings who provided them with good quality
seeds of sunflower. Ngetta Tropical Holdings General manager Paul Otim says ‘with the facilitation
of Kilimo Trust, they partnered with AFSAT, All Nations (training service providers), VODP 2, District
Officials from the Ministry of Agriculture and also link with DFCU in Lira. We have 38 cooperatives so
far providing us with their products, including Okwang’. Currently, our primary product is hybrid variety
of sunflower known as Agsun8251. We ensure quality of produce right from the start by ensuring we
get the right quality seeds. We pass the right information to farmers through the extension officers.
Ngetta Tropical Holdings has MOUs with the cooperatives on quantities of produce. They ensure
quality by ensuring each grain being delivered has a name and number of farmer to ease of follow up.
Under the REACTS program, Kilimo Trust and service providers enlisted and trained cooperative
leaders including Joel as TOTS on farming as a business and also on good farming practices. According
to Acquinas Otim of All Nations, the cooperatives leaders were trained on agronomy, cooperative
principles, farming as a business, postharvest handling, conservation agriculture and gender and youth
mainstreaming. The TOTs then reach out to the farmers to pass the knowledge gained. They also link
them to rural financial institutions for support. According to the DFCU Lira Branch Manager, they have
received 35 loan applications from farmers for funding which they are assessing.
The consortium approach has rapidly resulted in increased production because of assured market for
farmers. The production has jumped from 79 tons in 2015 to 400 tons in 2017. The number of farmers
have increased rapidly as they see the benefits of farming with an assured market. There agreed price
is Ush 1000 farm gate and Ush 1100 when factory delivered.
For Joel, the sky is the limit. He plans to expand his farm from 28 to 40 acres next year, and with it will
come a better life for him and his family.
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Insert the first
and last name
of all the people
quoted in the story
and their job title
and institutional
affiliation, or
occupation and
name of village.

ÎÎ

Connie Masaba, Project Manager Uganda

ÎÎ

DFCU Bank, Lira Branch

ÎÎ

Paul Otim, General Manager Getta Tropical Holdings

ÎÎ

Acquinas Otim, All Nations (service provider)

ÎÎ

Joel Obua, Chairman, Okwang Farmers’ cooperative

Insert any key
words (related
to IFAD topics or
programmes such
as climate change,
gender, youth,
rural finance, land,
Indigenous Peoples,
remittances etc.):

Market linkages

Include key
programme/project
facts

Regional East African Community Trade in Staples (REACTS)

Cross border Trade
Capacity building
Knowledge management

Total Project cost (actual): US$ 1,350,741 (against planned US$ 1,217,772)
IFAD Grant: US$ 920,000
Duration: 2014-2017
EAC region
Directly benefiting: 33,982 (against the target of 15,000)
Status: Completed

Insert your name,
title and email
(how we can best
reach you)

Michael Karanja Dr, Consultant: michael.karanja@gmail.com

Insert the
photographers first
and last name and
email.

Michael Karanja Dr, michael.karanja@gmail.com

Provide contact
name(s) for further
information – the
CPM and/or
project coordinator
– along with their
job title, address,
phone number
[optional] and
e-mail

Mwatima Juma, Senior Country Programme Officer, ESA m.juma@ifad.org

Include useful
links (to date,
most stories have
provided about
four or five links),
and check web
addresses to
ensure they are
correct

REACTS portal (https://www.kilimotrust.org/reacts/) provides more online information and
knowledge generated during REACTS project implementation

Patrick Muganga, Ag. Team Leader – REACTS project: pmuganga@kilimotrust.org
Connie Masaba, VODP 2 Project manager Kampala Uganda
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Annex 6: Tools
IFAD Country Staff
Country:
Date:
i.
What was the motivation for IFAD to design of REACTS project and how does
it fit in within IFAD priorities as well as recipient country strategies/regional
strategies
ii.
What have been the major achievements by REACTS?
iii.
In your opinion, has the project achieved its objectives?
iv.
According to REACTS design, the project was to help you link to cross border
markets. However little was achieved, why?
v.
How sustainable are REACTS interventions?
vi.
What support did the country office or IFAD extend to the Kilimo Trust and
IFAD funded projects during REACTS implementation?
vii.
Please comment on the governance arrangements for the project
viii.
What do consider to have been the main challenges associated with the
project?
ix.
What are the key lessons learnt from the REACT project?
x.
What worked well and why? What did not work well and why?
xi.
Any suggestions on improvements in implementation IFAD grants
xii.
What are the new areas that IFAD grants should address
IFAD Funded Project Staff
Country:
Name of Project:
i.
Did your project have an objective in relation to market access for SHFs? Probe
ii.
How did REACTS interventions help your project deliver on market access
component? What is REACTS value add to IFAD loan project? In what way did
the rural poor’s access to input and output markets change?
iii.
Specifically, which support did you receive from REACTS? Skills development,
linkages and partnerships along the value chain.
iv.
What are you doing differently as a project as a result of interaction with
REACTS? What has changed? any spill-over effects therein?
v.
According to REACTS design, the project was to help you link to cross border
markets. However little was achieved, why?
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vi.

vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.
xiii.
xiv.
xv.
xvi.
xvii.

Do you continuously update your data and analysis on the regional and crossborder markets? How do you get this information and how do you update and
disseminate? (probe on the platform)
How did the collaboration (implementation arrangement) with REACTS work?
What changes were influenced by this kind of partnership?
Specifically, on Consortium approach, do you think it added value to
development of market linkages? How?
What recommendations would you make for improving consortium approach?
What are the Lessons learnt from implementation of consortium approach?
What have been the project challenges- in relation to working with REACTS? in
terms of implementation arrangements, partnerships etc.
How sustainable are REACTS interventions?
What worked well and why? What did not work well and why?
Do you think another phase of REACTS is needed?
If Yes, why can’t achievements with REACTS be integrated organically and
scaled up by the IFAD loan project.
Any suggestions on improvements in implementation IFAD grants
What are the new areas that IFAD grants should address

Kilimo Trust REACT Staff
Name:
Country:
Date:
i.
How was Kilimo Trust identified to participate in the project? What was the
value add given the objectives of the project?
ii.
How would you describe was the entry of REACTS to the already ongoing
projects? Was it smooth? Seen as relevant? Well accepted? Challenges?
iii.
The aim of REACTS was to support IFAD loan funded projects: i) align, ii) build
core skills and iii) work with relevant partners to support small holder farmer
linkages to regional food markets. In your opinion, to what extent has this
happened? (probe each)
iv.
What support did you provide to the project? Were all planned activities
undertaken on time?
v.
What strategies did Kilimo Trust use to achieve its objectives (also given the
belated entry into the IFAD projects, and what lessons were learnt?
vi.
What relevant partners came in to support farmer linkages and how were they
selected? What have been the results?
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vii.

viii.
ix.

x.

xi.
xii.
xiii.

xiv.
xv.

xvi.

xvii.
xviii.
xix.
xx.
xxi.

xxii.
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Specifically, what capacity building did REACT provide/ what core skills were
build and what has been the outcomes of this? Any assessment of this? How
many partners are doing capacity building at your own cost?
What worked well and why? What did not work well and why?
What can be done differently? In the following;
• Forming business consortia
• Capacity building interventions
• Use of REACTS knowledge products
• Re-orientation of IFAD loan funded projects to address cross border markets
• Others
What is the key advantage of the KT consortium model in view of other similar
models? What are the key lessons of the model? What challenges were
experienced with the model.
What knowledge products did you develop and how were they disseminated?
Has the dissemination process been optimum in the region?
According to the completion report, cross border trade is only 24.6%. Why the
low figure?
What do you consider to be the main project successes? What are the socioeconomic benefits on beneficiaries at household level? Transaction costs?
Unplanned effects?
What worked well and why? What did not work well and why?
You promoted different technologies /Innovation: i) What are the rates of
adoption with examples, any spill overs? ii) Which innovation/s that require
upscaling?
What external factors influenced the outcomes/impacts of the projects
(assess assumptions) – other actors, business climate, weather, cross border
regulations/policies etc.
Describe the M&E system of the project, design and capacity. Any
recommendations for improvement?
Do you think the project results will be sustained? Why? What is the level of
buy in from other development partners and governments?
What assumptions, risks etc. didn’t hold true in the design and implementation
of REACTS?
What have been the project challenges? (consortium partners, project
management,
What recommendations would you make for improving future business linkages
with farmers/farmers groups in the future? Any ideas for scale up or future
programming?
Any other comments?

FGD with FARMER GROUPS
Country:
Location:
Date:
Name of farmer group:
i.
When was the farmer group formed?
ii.
What motivated you to be members of this group?
iii.
How many active members does the group have? In 2014 and Now?
iv.
What is the composition (men, women, youth)?
v.
What crops do your members grow under this project?
vi.
What support have you received under this project?
vii.
How much produce was bulked annually (metric tons) in 2015, 2016, 2017?
viii.
What is the estimated shilling value of the amount bulked annually? As above
ix.
Who have been your major input suppliers under the consortia?
x.
Who have been your main customers (off-takers) under REACTS? What are the
advantages compared with the situation before they came in?
xi.
What have you learnt from REACTS to help you produce more and access
markets?
xii.
How many of your members have opened bank account as a result of this
project?
xiii.
How many of your members have accessed bank loans to support project
activities?
xiv.
How many of you are receiving inputs through the project input supplier?
xv.
Which banks/ financial institutions have extended loans and other agricultural
services to members? Were there such arrangements before? What has
changed with the current arrangement?
xvi.
How do you obtain information on markets for your produce? Have you
accessed the REACTS portal and information packages?
xvii.
What has changed in your households as a result of the project? (household
items ((farmland, water, livestock, trees, equipment, houses, bicycles, radios,
television sets, telephones, etc.), lifestyle) please quantify
xviii. How often are you invited for meetings with the consortium members? What is
discussed?
xix.
In what way did farmers’ access to input and output markets change?
xx.
What have been the main challenges experienced by your group?
xxi.
What recommendations would you make to improve the support provided to
farmers under similar projects in future?
xxii.
How has access to markets has impacted productivity (yields) and bulked
volumes.
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FGD with Farmers not part of Consortium
Country:
Location:
Date:
i.
Do you have a farmer group? If so was the farmer group formed?
ii.
What motivated you to be members of this group?
iii.
How many active members does the group have? In 2014 and Now?
iv.
What is the composition (men, women, youth)?
v.
What crops do your members grow under this project?
vi.
How much produce was bulked annually (metric tons) in 2015, 2016, 2017?
vii.
What is the estimated shilling value of the amount bulked annually? As above
viii.
Who have been your major input suppliers?
ix.
Who have been your main customers
x.
Where do you gate information on crops production? t
xi.
How many of your members have opened bank account since 2014?
xii.
How many of your members have accessed bank loans since 2014?
xiii.
Where do you source inputs?
xiv.
Which banks/ financial institutions have extended loans and other agricultural
services to you? Any challenges you face in getting loans?
xv.
How do you obtain information on markets for your produce?
xvi.
What has changed in your households since 2014? (household items, lifestyle)
xvii.
How often are you invited for meetings with the consortium members? What is
discussed?
xviii. What have been the main challenges as a farmer?
xix.
What support would you require to enhance your income as a farmer?
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Off Takers
Country:
Name of Off taker:
Date:
i.
How were you identified to participate in the project?
ii.
What has been your role in the project?
iii.
Please describe what your business does?
iv.
What products do you deal with?
v.
How many farmers/ farmer groups do you deal with?
vi.
How has being in a consortium helped your business? Probe in terms of
aggregation/transaction costs, sourcing from farmers etc.
vii.
Do you have formal contracts with the farmers/farmers group in the
consortium? Probe performance
viii.
How much produce have you bought from these farmers under the project
arrangements? Provide figures since 2014 to date
ix.
What is the estimated value of the produce bought per year? Figures since 2014
to date
x.
What types of products do you sell? Where are your main markets?
xi.
What support have you received from the project? Have you benefited from the
project (e.g. reduced transaction costs, business model, relationships with other
VC actors, reputation in the community, increased profits etc.)?
xii.
What support do you provide to farmers?
xiii.
Comment on the consortium coordination. How often do you meet as a
consortium and what is discussed?
xiv.
How do you compare consortium approach with other models e.g. spot buying
etc. (advantages and disadvantages)?
xv.
What have been your challenges operating in a consortium?
xvi.
What recommendations would you make for improving consortium approach?
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Source of produce
Whom you buy from

Quantity (tons)
2014

2017

Quantity (tons)
% of Total
volume

2014

2017

% of Total
volume

Individual farmers
Cooperative (REACTS)
Brokers
Producer groups
Own plantations;

Financial institutions
Country:
Name of Finance Institution:
Date:
i.
Are you familiar with the consortium?
ii.
If yes, what services do you provide under the consortium?
iii.
What support have you received from the REACTS project being part of the
consortium? Have you benefited from being part of the consortium (e.g. more
customers, increased profits etc.)
iv.
What is the estimated value of the services provided under the project to date?
v.
Comment on the coordination. How often do you meet as a consortium and
what is discussed?
vi.
How do you compare consortium approach with other models (advantages and
disadvantages)?
vii.
What have been your challenges operating in a consortium?
viii.
What recommendations would you make for improving consortium approach?
IFAD Project Service Providers (Capacity Building Partner)
Country:
Name of partner
Date:
i.
When did you start working with REACTS project?
ii.
What is your main role in the consortium?
iii.
Specifically, what support did you receive from REACTS? Skills development,
linkages and partnerships along the value chain.
iv.
How has support from REACTS helped you to better support your beneficiaries
access input and output markets better?
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v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
xii.

What are you doing differently as a service provider as a result of interaction
with REACTS? What has changed? any spill-over effects therein?
How did the collaboration (implementation arrangement) with REACTS work?
What changes were influenced by this kind of partnership?
Specifically, on Consortium approach, do you think it added value to your work
of developing market linkages? How?
What recommendations would you make for improving consortium approach?
What are the Lessons learnt from implementation of consortium approach?
How sustainable are REACTS interventions, specifically consortium approach?
What worked well and why? What did not work well and why? in relation to
working with REACTS
What recommendations would you make to strengthen such a future project

Government Staff
Country:
Office:
Question1: Are you familiar with the REACTS project?
Question 2: How has REACTS contributed in implementation of the regional trade
agenda
Question 3: What is the government’s action plan to push the agenda forward
Question 4: Cross border trade under REACTS has been only 26.7%. What could be the
reason and what can be done to improve?
Question 5: What are your views on the consortium approach? How successful has it
been in supporting farmers?
Question 6: In your opinion what have been the main challenges in the project?
Question 7: What recommendations would you make for improving future business
linkages with farmers/farmers groups in the future?
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Input Suppliers
Country:
Name of Input Supplier:
Location:
Date:
i.
Are you familiar with the consortium?
ii.
If yes, what services or products do you provide under the consortium?
iii.
Do you a formal contract with the farmers/farmers group?
iv.
What support have you received from the REACTS project being part of the
consortium? Have you benefited from being part of the consortium (e.g. more
customers, increased profits etc.)?
v.
What is the estimated volume and value of the services/products provided
under the project to date?
vi.
How many farmers/ farmer groups do you deal with?
vii.
Do you provide any of the following support/services to your clients?
• Information (on the use of your products)
• Technical assistance or demonstration (on the use of your products)
• Credit for purchases
viii.
Comment on the coordination. How often do you meet as a consortium and
what is discussed?
ix.
How do you compare consortium approach with other models (advantages and
disadvantages)?
x.
What have been your challenges operating in a consortium?
xi.
What recommendations would you make for improving consortium approach?
Sales in order of importance
Product

Before project (Nov 2014)

Name

Crop/
variety
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Sales

After project intervention (Dec 2017)

Comments Name

Crop/variety Sales

Comments

TEMPLATE FOR GROSS MARGINS
CROP:

REGION

ENTERPRISE OUTPUT

Unit

Quantity

Quantity

Rate

Price

Total
Revenue

Yield:
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
Intermediate inputs

Sub-total input costs
Labour Costs

Hired

Family

Sub-total labour costs
Marketing Costs

Total Variable Costs
Gross Margin
Total fixed costs
Total costs
Net Profit/Loss
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Case study guide (for success stories with farmers) – quantify as much as possible
The project personnel on the ground will be involved in identifying success cases. Some
can also be identified during the FGDs with Farmers.
Key questions
What was your situation before the project? Please look at the impact indicators
(incomes, assets, human capital and empowerment, general life style, yields, how they
accessed input and output markets).
What happened during the project that changed your state of affairs? Including the
support they received from the project
What is the situation now (financial, capacity, etc.) in comparison? Please look at the
impact indicators (incomes, assets, human capital and empowerment, general life style,
yields, how they accessed input and output markets).
(Take an activity photo of the respondent and remember to ask for consent to use it)
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Annex 7: List of Respondents and contacts
Project

REACTS

Category of
Respondents

Name of respondents

IFAD Staff

Dr Mwatima Juma, IFAD
Country Programme Officer, ESA

Kilimo Trust staff

Dr Mary Shetto, Kilimo Trust
CEO

Contact

Mr. Patrick Muganga REACTS
Project Manager

VODP2

Mr. Andrew Cheboi, Senior
Program Officer- Monitoring,
Evaluation and Learning

+254733300606

Mr. Andrew Gashayija, Rwanda
and Tanzania REACT focal point

+250788874901

Mrs. Connie Masaba –VODP 2
Project Manager

+256772475713

Mr Jackson Bwire, Financial
controller VODP2

+256751045847

Emmanuel Ogwang - VODP2
West Nile Hub Coordinator

+256702514374

Fred Kasango, VODP2 Lira Hub
coordinator

+256757580979

AFRSAT

Betty Aduor - Business
development officer

+256783475407

Off taker/input
supplier – Ngetta
Tropical Holdings

Tony Otim General Manager
Ngetta Holdings

+256772479408

Thomas Rays Otim Operations
Manager Ngetta Holdings

+256751664483

Cyprian Ogwang- Agricultural
Extension Officer

+256783477442

All Nations Care

Aquinas Otim, Extension
Coordinator

+256772334935

Mobipay

Eric Nana, Managing Director
Mobi pay

DFCU

Godfrey Okello

VODP Staff

Service providers

+256772760336

Farmers
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Okwang Farmers’
cooperative

Obua Joel, Chairman
Okello Yeko, Secretary
Mary Atoo, Treasurer
Josphine Okello, Farmer
Okambo Sam, Farmer
Ochieng James, Farmer
Ogwang Karanimo Farmer
Ester Kele, Farmer
Martin Opiyo, Farmer
Akole Isak, Farmer
Martin Oleya, Farmer
Obiny Vincent, Farmer
Okello Stephen, Farmer
Okwil Joel, Farmer

Ogwanga ‘B’ village Okoth Sam
(Non -Project
farmers)

Adoko Patrick
Ekit Susan
Renge Alex
Ojok Robi

PASP
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IFAD Country
Programme
Coordinator
Rwanda

Aimable Ntukanyangwe

PASP Staff

Gisagara Emmannuel, PASP Ag
operation manager

+250788355141

Michel –PASP Ngoma District

+250788512611

Service Providers

Mr Philip Rumenera

+250788418733

Off-taker

Mr Christopher Kanyandekwe
Managing Director (BABC)

+250785685121

Kopamuja
cooperative

Twagirimawa Pheuius-President
Niwenshuti Alfred
Sebagwiza Samuel
Vola Ji Vola Elil
Rwabangi Nailiosi
Lizengulemeuwengi Nikodauce
Boyoingo Bonouenture
Nyinomoloyamboise Judithe
Huyambono Cilientine
Nikunohonabakwe Spilein
Gasangwadio Wise

+250783639849
+250789368434
+250783364570
+250784900059
+250727912081
+250782762285
+250723805383
+250726493995
+250739339732
+250728386837
+250783238450

MIVARF

MIVARF Staff

Leonard Muhoni - MIVARF
Programme Officer
Riziki Msite - Irrigation engineer
Karatu District

+255784372995

+255763674700

MIVARF Service
provider

Mr Godson Lema;

+255753519898

Finance Institution

Mr Israel Muani

+254786337337

Uchumi Branch Manager, Karatu
Offaker

Sparkle Foods, Director Ms Rose
Nzyoka

LECOFANET
farmer groups
representatives

Gabriel Bokwaslena

+254721451550

Salma Abdalla
Selima H Ama
Elia Nawe

+250764787837

Noah Waliamo.
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Annex 8: Schedule of field work
Activity

Timelines (Date
and time)

Discussions with M&E
March 1st 2018
manager and REACTS Kenya
focal point Andrew Kasera in
Nakuru. Phone discussions
with Senior Program Officer
and developing schedule

Persons to be
interviewed (to
be completed)

Status (to be
completed)

M&E manager
Andrew Cheboi

Meeting held in Nakuru

Patrick

Desk review of documents
and developing of tools
inception report

2-4th March 2018

Na

Desk review of completion
report, Aide memoire,
progress reports

Draft Inception report
delivered

Monday 5th March
2018

Na

Done

Final inception report

Wednesday 7th
March 2018

Done

Consultants arrive in
Uganda (Michael and
Godfrey)

Thursday 8th March
2018 (evening flight
from Nairobi)

Travelling to Kampala

Meeting with VODP project
manager

Fri 9th Mar 8.30 to
9.00 AM

Mrs. Connie
KII
Masaba in Kampala

Discussions with CEO
and REACTS Uganda
implementing Team

Fri 9th 11.30 to 12.30
PM

Team leader,
FGD
Program Officer and
Program Assistant

Travel to Lira

Fri 9th 2.00 PM

Meet with VODP West Nile
Hub Coordinator

Fri 9 7 -8pm

Travel to Okwang

Sat 10th March 7.00
AM

Interviews with Farmers
groups that are part of
consortium)

th

Emmanuel Ogwang

KII

FGD with Okwang Farmers’
cooperative.

8.30 to 11.30 AM

Interviews with Farmers
groups that are not part of
consortium)

Sat 10th 11.30 AM to
12.30.PM

Document 2 Farmer case
studies

Sat 10th 2.00 to
3.30PM

Travel back to Lira from
Okwang

Sat 10th March

Meeting with VODP Lira
Hub Coordinator

Sun 11th 9 – 10am
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Travel to Lira

Ogwang ‘B’ village

FGD with farmer
representatives at
Ogwang ‘B’ Farmers group
(nonintervention)
Success stories
documentation

Fred Kasango

KII

Activity

Timelines (Date
and time)

Persons to be
interviewed (to
be completed)

Status (to be
completed)

Meeting with AFRSAT

Sun 11th 7- 8pm

Betty Aduor

KII

KII with Off taker/input
supplier

Mon 12 11.00
to 12.15 PM

Thomas Otim

KII

KII with Finance Institution

Mon 12th 12.15 to 1.00
PM

DFCU

KII

KII with capacity building
partner

Mon 12 2.00 to 3.
00 PM

All Nations Care

Travel back to Kampala

Tuesday 13th 5.00
A.M

Michael Flight back to
Nairobi

Tue 13th Mar
afternoon

Travel

Godfrey Flight to Kigali

Tue 13th Mar
afternoon

Travel

KII with REACT off taker in
Nairobi

Wed 14th March
10.00 AM to 11.00
AM

Sparkle foods

KII

KII with REACTS Rwanda
officer

Wed 14th 8.30 to
10.30 AM

Andrew Gashaija

KII

Meeting with PASP PMU
team

Wed 14th 10.30 to
11.30 AM

Gisagara Emmanuel KII

Interviews with IFAD
country Director Rwanda

Wed 14th 11.30 to
1.00 PM

Mr. Aimable
Ntukanyangwe

KII

KII with Off taker

Wed 14th 2.00 to
3.00 PM

BABC

KII

KII with input supplier
(agent)

Wed 14th 3.00 to
4.00 PM

BABC input
supplier

KII

KII with Finance Institution
(MFI)

Thursday 15th Mar
8.30 to 9.00 AM

KII with capacity building
partner

Thur 15th 9.00 to
10.00 AM

PASP Service
provider

KII

FGDs with Farmers

Thur 15th March 2.00
to 5.00 PM

Kopamuja
cooperative

FGD with Kopamuja
cooperative members

th

th

Mobipay
KII

Ag Operation
manager PASP

KII
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Activity

Timelines (Date
and time)

Persons to be
interviewed (to
be completed)

Status (to be
completed)

Warehouse observation

Friday 16th March
8.00 to 12.00 AM

Warehouse

FGD/observation

2 case studies

Fri 16th 2. 00 to 4
00 PM

BABC

Documentation of case
studies with
BABC and
Vola Ji Vola Elil

Travel

Sat 17 Mar

Arusha

Meetings in Arusha

Mon 19 Mar10.00
to 11.00 A.M

Leonard Muhoni

Meeting in Arusha with
capacity building providers

Mon 19th Mar11.00 to
12.00 A.M

Godson Lema

KII

Travel to Karatu

Mon 19th Mar 2.00 to
4.00 PM

Karatu District
Irrigation engineer

KII

Meeting with Uchumi
Commercial Bank

Tue 20th March 8.30
to 9.15 AM

Israel Muani, Bank
Manager

KII

Interview IFAD country
director (phone or skype)

Tuesday 20th Mar9.15
AM to 10..00 AM

Dr Mwatima Juma

Phone Interview

Interviews in Arusha with
IFAD staff

KII with District office
govt rep and MIFRAF
representative in Karatu

th

MIVARF

Travel to Mangola

Travel

Meeting with cooperative

12.30 to 1.30 PM

FGDs with farmers
in Mangola (part of
consortium)

Tue 20th Mar 2.00 to
3.30 PM

2 Farmer Case studies
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KII with

3.30 to 4.30 PM

LECOFANET
members

FGD

Case study documentation
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Kilimo Trust Head Quarters

Kilimo Trust Kenya

Plot 42 Princess Anne Drive, Bugolobi,
P.O.Box 71782, Kampala Uganda
Tel: +256 392 264 980/1 , +256 200 926 498,
Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

P.O. Box 12261-20100, Nakuru, Kenya, Ravine road, opposite Kenya
Medical Supplies Authority (KEMSA) Nakuru Depot
Office: Smallholder Dairy Commercialization Programme Programme Coordination Unit
Tel: +254 721 748 056
Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

Kilimo Trust Tanzania

Kilimo Trust Rwanda

Plot 455, Avocado Street, Kawe
P.O.BOX 106217, Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania
Tel: +255 22 278 1299,
Email: admintz@kilimotrust.co.tz

Website: www.kilimotrust.org

P.O Box 5448 Kigali – Rwanda
Magerwa Street, KK 6 Avenue, House NHOB 10, inside NAEB
Tel: +250 788 874 901
Email: admin@kilimotrust.org

